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NorthStar Academies offers an alternative curriculum designed to give children who
are considered overage for their grade level an opportunity to complete the
necessary credits to graduate high school

New south St. Pete
school offers an
alternative curriculum
BY NICOLE SLAUGHTER
GRAHAM
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG — On
Saturday, Aug. 1, Chatiela Underwood, regional project manager of NorthStar Academies,
stood in front of a long table
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Back-to-school
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piled high with lime green
shirts. She worked on straightening the piles of clothing, each
of which donned the school’s
blue logo.
In preparation for the
school’s open house, an archway of blue and green balloons
decorated the front door. To the

What will
school look
like come
Aug. 24?

Goliath J. Davis
BY GOLIATH J. DAVIS, III, PH.D.
Contributor

right of the door stood another
table with various school supplies stacked neatly in rows, to
the left, a table full of snacks.
Located in the Pinellas Point
neighborhood – almost directly
across the street from Bay Point
Middle School — NorthStar

ST. PETERSBURG — We are
in a season where more than ever,
we should honor our ancestors by
resisting all attempts to dissuade
us from exercising a right they all
fought for, and many died to make
it a reality. I am speaking about
voting in the upcoming local election and the national election in
November. Duty calls — will you
answer?
We face a national administration that is doing everything possible to win another term of office
and, in doing so, takes their current unjust, racist policies and
practices and puts them on

See ACADEMY, page 8

See HONOR, page 2

Vaccination
and health tips
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nurse
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families
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PINELLAS COUNTY —
Pinellas County Schools is so
very fortunate to have a community that cares and invests so
much in the education of our
next generation. I want to express my gratitude and appreciation for the support you
continue to provide to our district, our staff, our families and,
most importantly, our students.
The 2020-21 school year will
definitely be a little different for
our entire community. To meet
the academic, health and wellbeSee IMAGES, page 7

BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL

PINELLAS COUNTY — The
School Board of Pinellas County
voted earlier this week to delay
the first day of school for the
2020-21 year until Aug. 24. Parents also had a July 27 deadline
to choose which learning option
they felt was best for their child.
Parents were encouraged to
make a choice, or the traditional
option would be made for them.
Leadership made that decision to

Vaccination information
for parents
Vaccines are among the
safest and most cost-effective
ways to prevent disease and
keep children healthy. As a
new school year approaches,
parents are encouraged to review their children’s immunization records.
Florida requires documentation of age-appropriate vaccinations for all school age
children,
pre-kindergarten
through 12th-grade. Children

See AUG24, page 6

See NURSE, page 7

Staff Writer

Does the school district
have your up-to-date contact
information?
Pinellas County Schools
needs accurate contact information to call and email parents
with information about:
• Emergencies, health updates or severe weather
• School or district events
• Special application opportunities
To update your phone and
email address:
See TIPS, page 6
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Are you interested in being a radio guest?
Radio Personality Princess Denise Wright
of Matters of the Heart Radio Ministry
is looking forward to you being a guest on
her global radio broadcasting network on
99.1 FM JAMS. Matters of the Heart Radio
Ministry has been broadcasting for the past 16 years locally and
internationally, all the way into Jamaica. For additional information
about scheduling a guest interview or promoting your business,
book, music CD or non-profit organization, please call 727-488-8818
or email princessdenise.8818@yahoo.com
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Honoring our ancestors

LEGAL NOTICE

HONOR, from front page

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
NOTICE OF FUNDS AVAILABILITY
The City of St. Petersburg (“City”) anticipates receiving $867,928 in CARES Act Relief funding from the
Florida Housing Finance Corporation for FY 2019/20. The use of these funds is to help persons/households
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Of the $867,928, 10% or $86,792 of the funding will be used to cover
administrative expenses of the City to implement the funding. For homeowners, assistance available with
mortgage/utility payments. For renters the following assistance is available: 1) rent/utility payments, and
2) housing re-entry assistance, such as security/utility deposits. Applications are processed on a first-qualified,
first-served basis. Applications will be accepted beginning August 7, 2020 until December 15, 2020. Assistance
is available to households whose maximum income does not exceed 120% of Area Median Income (AMI).
All funding must be expended before December 30, 2020.
To take advantage of these opportunities, contact the City of St. Petersburg’s Housing and Community Development Department at (727) 893-7247 or via email at Housing@stpete.org.
For mortgage assistance contact:
Linda Byars at (727) 892-5572
Linda.Byars@stpete.org
Website: http://www.stpete.org/housing/mortgage_and_utility_assistance.php
For rental assistance contact:
Boley Centers
(727) 490-0509
Website: boleycenters.org/covid-19
Catholic Charities
(727) 893-1313 x155
Website: ccdosp.org/rent-utility
AVISO LEGAL
CIUDAD DE ST. PETERSBURGO
AVISO DE DISPONIBILIDAD DE FONDOS
La Ciudad de San Petersburgo ("Ciudad") anticipa recibir $ 867,928 en fondos de ayuda de la Ley CARES
de la Corporación de Financiación de la Vivienda de Florida para el año fiscal 2019/20. El uso de estos fondos
es para ayudar a las personas / hogares afectados por la pandemia de COVID-19. De los $ 867,928, el 10%
o $ 86,792 de los fondos se utilizarán para cubrir los gastos administrativos de la Ciudad para implementar
los fondos. Para propietarios de viviendas, asistencia disponible con los pagos de la hipoteca. Para los inquilinos, la siguiente asistencia está disponible: 1) pagos de alquiler / servicios públicos, y 2) asistencia de reingreso de viviendas, como depósitos de seguridad / servicios públicos. Las solicitudes se procesan por primera
vez calificado, primero servido. Las solicitudes se aceptarán a partir del 7 de agosto de 2020 hasta el 15 de
diciembre de 2020. La asistencia está disponible para hogares cuyos ingresos máximos no excedan el 120%
del Ingreso Medio del Área (AMI). Todos los fondos deben gastarse antes del 30 de diciembre de 2020.
Para aprovechar estas oportunidades, comuníquese con el Departamento de Vivienda y Desarrollo Comunitario de la Ciudad de San Petersburgo al (727) 893-7247 o por correo electrónico a Housing@stpete.org.
Para asistencia hipotecaria contacte a:
Linda Byars al (727) 892-5572
Linda.Byars@stpete.org
Sitio web: http://www.stpete.org/housing/mortgage_and_utility_assistance.php
Para asistencia de alquiler contactar:
Centros Boley
(727) 490-0509
Sitio web: boleycenters.org/covid-19
Caridades Catolicas
(727) 893-1313 x155
Sitio web: ccdosp.org/rent-utility

steroids. Failure to effectively
address
the
COVID-19 pandemic and
the assault on the postal
service as a means of disrupting voting by mail,
are conscious attempts to
suppress the AfricanAmerican vote.
The Voting Rights Act
resulted from a long, tedious bloody battle, and
the struggle continues.
Individuals,
including
young school-aged children, were beaten, jailed,
and killed to secure what
we all should value as a
sacred right given the
sacrifices made to acquire it for people of
color.
The current White
House administration informs our upcoming local
elections in significant
ways. The nation elected
an individual to the office
of president who promised only he could make
America great again and
has sought to do so with
racist, divisive language
and policies.
We should learn from
this to pay very careful attention to the language
and promises made by
candidates seeking the
various county and state
offices.
Fortunately,
some have track records
based on prior service. It
will be unwise to believe
a candidate will fight for
us when prior history
shows they have not.
I will not endorse any
candidate for the various
offices, school board,
county commission, state
legislature, or judge, but
you should know they are
not all similarly situated.
We must understand the
old adage “all politics are
local” and evaluate the
candidates based on who

has our best interests at
heart and are more likely
to advocate for those interests.
At the end of the day,
I am pleading with everyone to Just Vote.
The Black Lives Matter revolution sweeping
the country is a powerful
reminder of how desperately we need elected representatives with the
heart, courage, and commitment to fight to eliminate the income and
achievement gaps, expose and eradicate hidden
systemic racism and discrimination, ensure fair
and equitable judicial dispositions, and advocate
for the people rather than
their own self-interests.
In keeping with the
legacy of the late Congressman and civil rights
activist John Lewis, we
need to elect individuals
with the courage to get
into “good necessary
trouble.” No longer can
we afford representatives
who say all of the appropriate things to get
elected and then spend
the majority of their time
in office avoiding “good
necessary trouble” in
order to get re-elected.
When evaluating candidates for the upcoming
local election, attention
should be paid to
whether or not candidates for all offices understand the nexus between
Requests for Proposals to
develop the Gas Plant
area and black economic
development,
African
American
inclusion,
schools, justice, black
community development
and other quality of life issues impacting AfricanAmerican communities.
At the national level,

we cannot survive four
more years of the current
White House administration. This is an all-handson-deck moment. If
among other horrific
acts, one has the audacity
to place brown children
in cages, call our native
land a “sh_t hole country” and refer to white nationalists as “some good
people” during his first
term in office, imagine
what he may do in a second and final term. We
must ensure he is not reelected.
Four African-American females are on the
shortlist for vice president. One must not stay
home or fail to file an absentee or mail-in ballot
because one’s choice for
VP is not selected.
The stakes are too
high for us to not engage
because of a singular
issue. It will take years if
not decades to correct
the harm inflicted nationally and around the world
by the individual who has
no regard for the rule of
law and for whom the
only accountability is the
ballot box.
The White House is
miss-managing
the
COVID-19 pandemic in
part out of incompetence
and, in part, as a weapon
of death and fear to be utilized in conjunction with
voter poll closings, mail
slowdowns, and other
voter suppression strategies to discourage us and
deter our participation in
the electoral process.
They must not win.
And they will not win if
we answer the call and
vote. In the words of the
late John Lewis, “we must
not let the power of the
vote be neutralized.”
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Local college student pursues her dreams during times of great uncertainty
ST. PETERSBURG —
At the beginning of the
year, St. Petersburg College student Brittaney Hall
felt excited as she looked
forward to wrapping up
her last semester and becoming the first in her
family to graduate with a
college degree.
Then, the COVID-19
pandemic struck. With
stay-at-home orders in effect, SPC pivoted to an almost fully virtual format,
taking more than 1,800
face-to-face classes online.
And Hall, 22, was faced
with an online-only class
schedule she worried she
couldn’t successfully complete.
“I had to pull myself
out of bed and find the
strength to finish,” Hall
said.
But with the encouragement of her professors

and by following the example of her hard-working
peers, Hall said she persevered.
“I’m a planner,” Hall
said. “When my plans are
disrupted, it takes me a
minute to shift. But the
(professors) were optimistic and helped us all
through the ever-changing
process. They were even
cognizant of our mental
health.”
It turned out, despite
her fears about being an
online student, the experience helped bring out the
best in her, Hall said.
“Learning
online
taught me self-discipline,”
as well as how to think outside the box, Hall said. “It
forced me to be creative in
my mind and to bring it
out.”
Top provider of online
education

SPC’s online programs
offer students a high-quality education, combined
with the flexibility and convenience many need to
juggle college, work and
family.
A pioneer in the realm
of online education, SPC is
recognized nationally and
in Florida as a top-ranked
provider of digital learning. The college offers
more than 50 programs
that can be completed fully
online.
To help students like
Hall who unexpectedly
found themselves in online
classes this spring, SPC
also has piloted a new type
of online learning format LIVE Online. Unlike selfpaced online courses,
LIVE Online uses video
conferencing for a virtual
classroom experience.
Students interact with

faculty and peers and can
access class resources in
real time, just as if they
were in a face-to-face
course. SPC now has hundreds of LIVE Online
classes available during
the college’s six upcoming
fall sessions.
Kelli Stickrath, who
teaches biology and environmental science at SPC,
said she knows some students are nervous about
being able to understand
the material and keep up
with the pace of online
classes. With LIVE Online,
they get a true classroom
experience.
“I meet with my students twice a week,” she
said. “We go over assignments for the week and for
upcoming weeks. We
might play a review game.
When you take a LIVE Online course, the instructor

is right there.”
Never give up
Despite her initial worries, Hall reached her goal
this spring, earning her
Associate in Arts degree.
Now ready to start at
University
of
South
Florida St. Petersburg this
fall, she hopes her story
encourages current students and those considering college to accept
challenges,
embrace
change and push beyond
their limitations.
“Get rid of the thought
that you can’t do it,” she
said, and welcome the encouragement and support
of others. “At SPC, every
person I’ve met was always helpful and wanted
to see me succeed.”
SPC’s fall term and first
eight-week session starts
on Aug. 17. Current and
future students can regis-

SPC alumna Brittaney
Hall encourages
college students to
face their fears and
not give up on their
academic goals.
ter for a variety of schedules, including shorter six,
eight, or 10-week sessions.
To learn more about SPC
LIVE
Online,
visit
now.spc.edu/fallatspc.

Referendum creates opportunities for Pinellas students and teachers
PINELLAS COUNTY –
A special tax that supports
Pinellas County Schools
students and teachers is
up for renewal in November. Pinellas County voters have overwhelmingly
supported renewals of the
half-mill tax since it was
first approved in 2004.

Pinellas
County
Schools
Referendum
strengthens
reading,
music and art programs,
and provides up-to-date
technology and textbooks
for students.
The Referendum also
helps the school district
increase training opportu-

nities for teachers and provide a more competitive
salary for them. Eighty
percent of Referendum
revenue
supplements
teacher salaries. In the
2020-21 school year, teachers will receive an additional $5,231 as part of
their base salary.
The Referendum provides diverse classroom libraries and powerful
small-group literacy programs that help students
read at grade level.
Thanks to the Referendum, Pinellas schools
have computer labs, interactive whiteboards, and
the latest technology to
engage students in learning and prepare them for

college and careers. It also
funds trainers who help
teachers integrate technology into their lessons.
The Referendum helps
the arts flourish in Pinellas County Schools. Each
year, it pays for thousands
of students to visit art galleries and performing art
centers. All schools receive equitable funding for
quality art supplies, equipment and technology that
help students produce
strong and award-winning
works of art.
The
Referendum
funds music, theater and
dance equipment, musical
instruments, band uniforms and sound systems
that support nationally

recognized performing
arts programs.
Every penny of Referendum funding supports
Pinellas public school students and teachers. Charter schools are public
schools and will receive

Referendum
funding
based on their student enrollment.
An independent committee oversees Referendum spending to ensure
that money is spent as voters intended.

The continuation of Pinellas County
Schools Referendum will be on the Nov.
3 general election ballot. The Referendum costs the average single-family
homeowner about $7.15 a month. All Referendum funds support Pinellas students and teachers. Learn more at
www.pcsb.org/referendum.
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What’s new this school year?
PINELLAS COUNTY –
Pinellas County Schools
has announced a variety
of new initiatives and programs on the horizon and
in the works.
New PCS initiatives
PCS Connects
This fall, Pinellas
County Schools is kicking
off PCS Connects, a oneto-one digital device initiative aimed providing all
students with access to
digital devices. This
school year, the program
will provide laptop computers to all students in
grades 4-9, with plans to
add additional grades in
the future.
Students who don’t
have a digital device and
need one for digital learning will have the opportunity to contact their
school to check out a device. Also, families who do
not have internet access
at home can contact
schools to check out a WiFi hotspot.
The use of digital devices will be integrated
into the instructional day.
PCS Connects will allow
for a deeper partnership
between families, students and teachers. Parents will have daily access
to instruction and enrichment materials for their
students. The initiative is
partially funded by the
federal Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act.
Parent-Guardian
Connection
The Office of Strategic
Partnerships will launch
the Parent-Guardian Connection this fall to provide
a virtual forum where parents and guardians can
connect. The ParentGuardian Connection will
provide Pinellas County
Schools caregivers the opportunity for fellowship
with families across the
district, so they can be
supported, share resources, engage and connect.
The engagements will
be presented via Zoom
conferences, which will
be offered once a month.
New PCS programs
New MIT collabora-

The Weekly Challenger

What to expect when your child
returns to school

PCS
CONNECTS

tion provides advanced
STEM program for East
Lake High students
A new Science, Technology, Engineering and
Math (STEM) initiative,
Eagle Works, will provide
advanced STEM studies
in Applied Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous
Vehicles to East Lake
High School students.
Eagle Works is based on
the Beaver Works Summer Institute (BWSI) at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
The program will
teach skills that empower
students to solve tomorrow’s transportation problems today by applying
artificial intelligence. The
collaboration with MITBWSI is the first of its
kind.
Eagle Works will offer
a hands-on, project-based,
student-led and faculty-facilitated learning experience. The program is
designed for high school
students with a keen interest in engineering, robotics, electronics, software
and applied artificial intelligence.
Students will use
Linux, Robot Operating
System (ROS), and Machine Learning algorithms
in
Python
programming language,
build a robotic vehicle and
apply artificial intelligence
to make it drive itself
using computer vision.
U.S. Coast Guard to
establish JROTC at
Pinellas Park High
The United States
Coast Guard will soon establish a Coast Guard Junior Reserve Officers’
Training Corps (JROTC)
program at Pinellas Park
High School. There are

currently only two other
Coast Guard JROTC programs located in Miami
and in Elizabeth City, N.C.
U.S. Rep. Charlie Crist
introduced legislation in
September 2019 calling
for the creation of a USCG
JROTC in Pinellas. That
request led to a provision
in the 2020 National Defense Authorization Act
authorizing the creation
of Coast Guard JROTC
available
to
schools
across the country. Previously, U.S. Coast Guard
JROTC programs could
only
be
established
through acts of Congress.
Pinellas County is
home to over 1,000 Coast
Guard members and the
nation’s largest Coast
Guard Air Station, Air Station Clearwater.
Jacobson Technical
High School to expand
veterinary program
A new veterinary sciences building will open
to students at Richard O.
Jacobson Technical High
School at Seminole. The
state-of-the-art facility will
include two additional veterinary classrooms, a lab
and barn. Students now
work with birds, rabbits,
cows, horses, pigs and a
goat that live on school
property. The expansion
also adds dogs and cats to
the list of animals in the
students’ care.
A grant for $2.7 million
from the Jacobson Foundation will cover part of
the total construction cost
of $4.1 million. Students
who attend Richard O. Jacobson Technical High
focus on career studies in
addition to the regular
general
education
courses.

PINELLAS COUNTY –
This
year,
Pinellas
County Schools is giving
families three learning
options. For families who
choose, the traditional
option of face-to-face
classes on campus,
things are going to look a
lot different.
The Pinellas County
School District has implemented a variety of
new practices in response to COVID-19 to
help keep everyone as
safe and healthy as possible. The district has prepared a plan to ensure
that schools are thoroughly cleaned and sanitized.
PCS is also relying on
students, staff and families to help prevent the
virus from spreading.
Health recommendations
Health experts recommend that we keep a
safe social distance, wear
masks or face coverings
when that is not possible
and keep our hands
clean and sanitized to
prevent the spread of
germs.
When your child returns to school, they will
see signs around campus
reminding everyone to
follow important safety
practices. Since we can’t
always keep a safe social
distance on school campuses, students and staff
will be required to wear
masks or face shields.
Masks should be
worn in hallways, classrooms and even cafeterias, except when eating
or drinking. To support
this requirement, the
school district will be
providing five washable,
reusable masks to all students and staff members.
Procedures for students who ride the bus
Students who ride the

bus will need to wear
their mask when they get
on the bus and for the duration of their trip to and
from school. The bus will
be loaded from back to
front to limit the number
of students that walk past
each other.
For the same reason,
when students get off the
bus, they will exit the bus
from front to back. They
will follow a similar procedure when they take
the bus home. To ensure
the bus is clean, drivers
will disinfect buses between each run.
Arriving at school
When students arrive
at school, they should
make sure they are wearing their masks. They
should head straight to
class to ensure that
groups do not form at the
school entrance or front
office.
Sanitizing
your
hands
Health experts recommend washing your
hands or sanitizing them
frequently to kill germs.
Schools will have hand
sanitizer in convenient
places across campus.
Students should sanitize
their hands before they
head to class in the
morning and throughout
the day. They will also
have plenty of time to
wash their hands before
lunch.
Cafeteria rules
The cafeteria is going
to look different, too.
When students line up,
they must be six feet
apart from their classmates and school staff as
much as possible. They
will also need to wear
masks when they are not
eating or drinking.
Fewer large groups
To better protect
everyone, schools will
have fewer large group

gatherings. Classes will
be arranged to increase
social distancing. And
some classes may be
held outdoors or in
larger rooms, like auditoriums. There will be
fewer assemblies and
large group activities.
Students will also be
spread out during assessments to ensure that
everyone is a safe social
distance from each other.
Special
circumstances
The school district
recognizes that very
young students, those in
PreK or kindergarten, as
well as students with special needs may not be
able to wear masks the
same way as other students. To better ensure
that everyone is safe, we
are requiring that employees wear masks, face
coverings or face shields.
PCS also understands
that it may be difficult for
students to wear masks
the entire school day.
Therefore, schools will
provide mask breaks for
students, and classes
may be moved to larger
spaces whenever possible.
Children should NOT
come to school sick
Attendance is important so that students can
be successful in school,
but the school district
does not want students to
come to school if they
feel sick. If your child
does not feel well, please
make sure your child
stays home, and contact
your child’s school to let
them know why. Each
morning before your student comes to school,
make sure your child is
well and symptom-free.
You can learn more
about Pinellas County
Schools reopening plans at
www.pcsb.org/reopening.
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Navigating financial aid resources and
opportunities in the new COVID landscape
ST. PETERSBURG —
The coronavirus pandemic
and its impact on many sectors of the economy is directly affecting college
students, from lost jobs to
reduced family support due
to changing financial situations. Such rapid changes
will challenge how college
students continue to succeed while earning their degrees on time.
There is however a variety of financial aid resources
and new opportunities students can and should take
advantage of to support
their higher education goals
in this new landscape.
First and foremost is the
CARES Act (Coronavirus
Aid, Relief and Economic
Security) Higher Education
Emergency Relief Fund.
The University of South
Florida received $17.4 million from the U.S. Department of Education, which is
being used for emergency
student aid. Students who
have expenses related to the
disruption of campus operations – from medical and

housing to unexpected
childcare and relocation
costs – are eligible to apply
for this program.
“We began administering these funds to students
who were enrolled in the
spring semester and are
continuing to do so throughout summer,” said Billie Jo
Hamilton, USF’s associate
vice president of enrollment
planning and management.
“We also made the decision
to administer CARES Act
funding in such a way so that
students can have access to
it throughout the fall, as impacts from the pandemic will
continue as we start the upcoming semester.”
As of July 7, 2020, the
university has provided
more than $10.5 million in financial assistance to around
10,350 USF students. Eligible students may apply online through Aug. 7 or until
all funds are exhausted.
In June, the university
made an unprecedented investment of $20 million to
help students who continue
to experience financial hard-

ships get back on a path to a
timely graduation. The university has begun awarding
the We Got U-SF Scholarship and waiver to nearly
22,000 eligible undergraduate and graduate students to
encourage full-time enrollment in the fall semester.
“This investment, which
is intended to cover most of
the cost of an additional
course, gives almost every
student money if they go full
time and if they aren’t already receiving some other
type of financial aid or tuition
waiver,” said Hamilton. “We
don’t want students to take a
pause or slow down their
higher education goals.”
USF created this unique
initiative upon recognizing
that financial uncertainty
may interrupt the academic
progress of students, which
could lead to increased debt
and tens of thousands of dollars in lost wages from delayed entry into the
workforce.
Beyond the financial assistance provided due to the
pandemic,
Hamilton

stressed the same message
she does every year to students: the need to apply for
FAFSA (Free Application
for Federal Student Aid) and
understand the requirements. She also urges students to get in touch with
the financial aid office to discuss unique circumstances
and not wait until the last
minute.
“Students should know
that it is really challenging
planning for financial aid
and their college costs, navigating how much they need
and whether they should
take out a loan or not,” explained Hamilton.
This year could prove
even more challenging.
Hamilton said that families
have been getting in touch
to discuss their changing financial situations and how
that will impact FAFSA.
“We are starting to hear
from families that the aid
they have been awarded
based on their 2018 income
doesn’t reflect how their income has changed drastically due to the pandemic.

Students and families may
need to reach out to our office to see about re-evaluating their eligibility for aid in
2020,” said Hamilton.
There is some good
news. The recent consolidation of the three USF campuses, which went into effect
on July 1, could bring about
greater financial opportunity. Most academic scholarships are attached to
colleges and academic programs. With more programs planned to be offered
at all three campuses, there
is a strong likelihood students will be eligible for
more scholarships than they
would prior to consolidation.
So, what can undergrad-

males.
• Girlfriends of Pinellas
County – This program is
aimed at empowering
young ladies through academic support. Students
are provided resources and
tools to encourage high
self-esteem and self-reliance.
• Lunch Pals – This
lunchtime mentoring program pairs businesses,
community organizations
and individuals with a
school to provide students

with the additional presence of caring adults. All
meetings occur during the
student’s lunch.
• Peer-to-Peer Mentoring – This program gives
high school seniors the opportunity to mentor incoming freshman. Seniors
provide support and guidance to students.
• Big Brothers Big Sisters of Tampa Bay – This
school-based mentoring
program for elementary
and middle-school children

is designed to improve academic, social and behavioral performance.
All mentors must attend
a virtual mentor workshop.
The 60-minute workshops
begin Aug. 20.
Learn more about how
to become a virtual mentor
and the dates and times of
all virtual mentor workshops
by
visiting
www.pcsb.org/mentors or
calling the Office of Strategic Partnerships at (727)
588-6405.

Volunteer opportunities
PINELLAS COUNTY –
Community members have
a variety of options to support Pinellas students.
There are many volunteer
opportunities for dedicated,
caring individuals who are
interested in supporting
and guiding students.
Districtwide Virtual
Mentoring
Virtual mentoring provides students with the opportunity to continue their
current mentoring sessions
with their mentors. Addi-

tionally, it provides a more
flexible and convenient experience for current mentors, and the recruitment of
new mentors for the 20202021 school year. Virtual
mentoring will begin in
September 2020.
Mentoring Programs
include:
• 5000 Role Models of
Excellence – This program
is designed to boost the
self-image and increase the
social skills and academic
performance of targeted

uate and graduate students
do right now to take advantage of this new landscape?
For starters, make sure to
read emails from the financial aid office and act when
directed. Commit academically to fall classes and apply
for available funds if eligible.
And always get your information directly from reliable
sources, added Hamilton.
“Don’t assume that
your friend or someone
else can directly speak to
your financial situation, as
each student is different,”
she said. “Rather, talk to
someone in the financial
aid office, they would best
be able to help you with
your unique situation.”
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What will school look like come Aug. 24?
AUG24, from front page

help simplify the process
for families who did not
want a change and to
lessen the number of parents logging in to the Student
Reservation.
Preliminary numbers as of
July 30:
1. Traditional In-Person
Option – 62,372 (63.15%)
2. MyPCS Online –
33,238 (33.65%)
3. Pinellas Virtual
School – 3,151 (3.2%)
Schools are continuing
to reach out to families who
may have had difficulty
making a selection or have
changed their choice.
So what can parents expect when classes start
back in less than a month?
At a virtual town hall
meeting held July 22, Superintendent Dr. Michael
Grego said medical professionals visited local schools
and gave CDC requirements. CDC guidelines
were given throughout, including classrooms, lunchrooms, band and chorus,
gym class, science labs,
clinics and all other areas.
Below are some of the
questions and answers provided by Pinellas County
School leadership during
last week’s virtual PCS ReOpening Town Hall meeting.
What will the classroom setting look like
for my kids?
Dr. Bill Corbett, Ed.D.,
Deputy Superintendent
• Every student and
the teacher required to
wear a mask
• A teaching wall that
includes a whiteboard,
posters, etc. will take up a
foot or two
• A six-foot buffer between teachers and students will provide social
distance for the teacher
• Classroom cleared of
all miscellaneous furniture
• Desks spread out approximately six feet apart
for 18 students or less
• Classes with more
than 18 students, space is
reduced as little as four and
a half to five feet for the social distancing
How often will rooms
be cleaned?
“The rooms will be
cleaned every night by the
plant operation staff, where
they will be completely sanitized and all of the surfaces
will be wiped down and sanitized and disinfected. The
light switches, the floors
will be cleaned, all of the flat
surfaces and surfaces stu-

dent uses,” said Corbett.
Will every student be
required to wear a face
mask?
Dr. Bill Corbett, Ed.D.,
Deputy Superintendent
We’d like everybody to
wear masks, but we understand that, especially in prek and kindergarten, it’s
probably going to be difficult,” said Corbett. “We
know that in some cases
those students won’t be
able to do it, especially the
really little ones. In those
cases, we’re gonna ask the
teachers to also wear a face
shield just to help protect
the teacher.”
Are teachers comfortable with in-class instruction?
Dr. Bill Corbett, Ed.D.,
Deputy Superintendent
We have a wide range of
comfort levels on our
teaching staff. We are working with our teacher’s
union to work through all of
the details about what it will
look like, and we’re getting
close on coming to agreement on what those things
will look like.
How will MyPCS online be different from virtual learning we did last
spring?
Dr. Kevin Hendrick, Associate Superintendent
• Last spring, students
could logon at any given
time during the day. There
were a few live lessons, but
for the most part, it was selfpaced, there wasn’t an expectation that you were on
specifically during your
regular scheduled time.
• In August, students
will follow the regular bell
schedule of their school.
1. Elementary school
will have about five live lessons each day, but they also
won’t be on the computer
the entire day
2. Middle and high
school will see all seven
teachers, but live lessons
may only be five minutes
and the rest of the time
spent working independently or with peers online.
• A level of higher expectations and high support
• More organized with
more resources
• More uniformity and
more support for student
outcomes
How does learning
look with multiple children in one household?
Dr. Kevin Hendrick, Associate Superintendent
• Every student will

have their own device
• Recommends headphones
• Recorded lessons so
children and parents can
watch later
How do district application
programs/
magnet programs work,
in MyPCS Online?
Dr. Kevin Hendrick, Associate Superintendent
If you’re in a fundamental, magnet, or specialized
career academy, you’ll stay
in your program even if you
choose MyPCS Online.
“It may be that you’re
live-streamed into the classroom, so the teacher may
be there. Let’s say you’re at
the Pinellas County Center
for the Arts at Gibbs High
School and the teacher is
going over a theatrical performance, you may be livestreamed
into
that
classroom to see it and then
you’re gonna do you practice at home and perhaps
demonstrate it online for
your teacher.”
Will you lose your
seat in a magnet program?
Dr. Kevin Hendrick, Associate Superintendent
The only way you lose
your seat is if you go fulltime to Pinellas Virtual.
Pinellas Virtual is its own
school, but if you stay in
MyPCS online, you’ll keep
your seat.
What AP and elective
courses are available
through MyPCS Online?
Dr. Kevin Hendrick, Associate Superintendent
In general, all of the
classes that are in the current schools will be available in MyPCS Online. We
anticipate all the same
courses that were available
when you registered in the
spring will be offered in
MyPCS Online.
What is the district
doing to address learning loss and the COVID
slide, especially for students needing the most
support?
Dr. Lewis Brinson,
Ed.D., Minority Achievement Officer
• Students at the beginning of the year will have a
diagnostic assessment
• Develop an action
plan
• Implement and monitor the plan
• Reassess
“So each child will be
given a diagnostic test to
determine if they experience the loss or if they’re at

the same level prior to the
pandemic.”
How do the learning
options work for children with IEPs?
Dr. Kevin Hendrick, Associate Superintendent
We provide the services
on their IEP, their individualized education plan,
whether they’re in face-toface school, or they’re in
one of the virtual options.
Do students who
choose traditional faceto-face learning have the
option to switch to online learning if they feel
the need to?
Dr. Michael Grego, Superintendent
If somebody is really
not working out well, we’re
going to treat it like a
schedule change. We’re
going to see where we can
move and what’s the appropriate time to move somebody’s
truly
not
succeeding, failing, is just
not hitting it we certainly
don’t want that student and
the parent to be miserable.
My child is in the
gifted program if I select
MyPCS Online, will they
get gifted services?
Dr. Kevin Hendrick, Associate Superintendent
So whether they get
those services part-time at
their regular zone school,
or if they are in one of our
Center for Gifted Studies
programs, they will receive
their gifted services.
Will MyPCS Online
have video/cameras on?
Dr. Kevin Hendrick, Associate Superintendent
Teachers will have
them on permanently, and
students can opt to have
them on or not have them
on.
Is Wi-Fi free for students?
Dr. Michael Grego, Superintendent
I want to thank Spectrum for their contributions
of allowing and providing
free Wi-Fi for 60 days, especially throughout the summer. But we also had
tremendous contributions
throughout this community
to provide well over 1,000
hotspots for students who
didn’t have Wi-Fi connectivity.
What are the protocols if a student or a staff
member has a confirmed case of COVID19?
Sara O’Toole, RN, BSN,
School Health Services
When there is a positive

case of COVID diagnosed
in a student or staff member, we are asking if you’re
a staff member to please
notify your site supervisor
or your principal, and then
if you are a parent of a positive case, please notify your
school principal. That will
trigger the principals to
contact the district COVID
team.
We have a COVID team
set up of some HR support
and registered nursing support, and they will really be
liaising with the Department of Health. We collaborate jointly with our
Department of Health in
Pinellas County on all positive cases.
Will my child have to
quarantine if there’s a
positive case in the
classroom?
Sara O’Toole, RN, BSN,
School Health Services
There really is no onesize-fits-all answer. So the
Department of Health will
take the information that
we give to them, they will
investigate, and they consider a variety of factors in
determining any quarantine decisions, who might
need to do it, and then for
how long, and they will provide us with that information.
What will lunch look
like now?
Bob Poth, Area Superintendent
• Middle and high
school will probably see
more lunch periods
• Tables farther apart
• Marks where to sit;
mark where to stand in line
• Some high schools
will have the option to have
lunch at the end of the day
where you can grab and go
• Students will wear
their mask anytime they’re
not eating
How will arrival and
dismal look?
Bob Poth, Area Superintendent
All schools are putting a
comprehensive plan together for arrival and dismissal; they’re working
with their individual superintendents to get feedback
and input on that and come
to a plan that fits the needs
of their school.
Will students be able
to use lockers?
Bob Poth, Area Superintendent
• Lockers will not be assigned at the beginning of
the school year
• Backpacks are per-

mitted
What about clubs
and extracurricular activities?
Bob Poth, Area Superintendent
• Clubs will continue.
When possible, they will be
done virtually at the beginning of the school year for
the first nine weeks and
then be revisited
• There are some extracurricular activities that
may be permitted by the
area superintendent
What if I want to
homeschool my child?
Dr. Kevin Hendrick, Associate Superintendent
If homeschool is an option that you think is appropriate, you can contact the
school district, and we can
connect you with our
homeschool office and
walk you through that
process.
Will there be extra
masks
available
at
school?
Dr. Bill Corbett, Ed.D.,
Deputy Superintendent
Yes, there will be extra
masks available at every
school, and for the fear that
students are going to lose
them, we also have lanyards so the students can
just clip the mask of the lanyard so if it falls off or they
put it down they won’t lose
i
t
.
Dr. Grego said the district
ordered 500,000 masks
with three different sizes.
They will provide students,
free of charge, five washable masks each. Bus drivers will also have some
spare masks.
Is
there
mental
health help?
Sara O’Toole, RN, BSN,
School Health Services
As a school district, we
have Student Services staff,
which are school psychologists, school social workers, school counselors, and
school nurses who are
ready. We have been providing services to our students even in the spring
when we were virtual, and
we will continue to do that
for the mental health and
wellness of our kids.
For more information
on the reopening plan, visit
pcsb.org.
If you questions, comments, or concerns for the
district, please utilize their
Let’s Talk feature by logging on to pcsb.org/domain/211.

Back-to-school tips for Pinellas County families
TIPS, from front page

1. Visit https://reservation.pcsb.org and log in
with your parent username
and password. If you do not
have a parent ID or forgot
yours, you can get help by
contacting the Student Assignment office or any public school. Make sure to
present a valid photo ID.
2. Select the option:
“Change Phone and Email
Address Only”
3. Enter your child’s
name and date of birth or
student ID number, and update your phone number
and email address.
Remember: Updating
the emergency contact
card or clinic card at your
child’s school does not update your contact information in the system used for
automated phone calls and
emails.
Text message notifications
Pinellas uses School
Messenger text messages
to share critical updates
and emergency information. Employees, parents
and guardians of students
who attend Pinellas County
Schools can opt in to receive text messages by
sending “Y” or “Yes” to the
number 67587.

If you opted in before,
you don’t need to do it
again. Please note: The mobile number used to opt in
must already be on file with
the school district. Learn
more
at
www.pcsb.org/textmessag
es.
Have you moved?
If you have recently
moved and your child previously attended a district
school, please make sure
Pinellas County Schools
has your current address.
Log into the district’s Student Reservation System at
https://reservation.pcsb.or
g using your PCS parent
username and password.
If you don’t have an account or forgot your login
information, you can get
help by contacting the Student Assignment office or
any public school.
Follow the prompts to
change your address. Your
child may be assigned to a
different school based on
your new address. However, parents can elect to
have their children remain
at the same school for the
2020-2021 school year if
they provide transportation
themselves. Contact Student Assignment at 727-

588-6210 if you have any
questions.
Bus information
If your child is currently
registered and eligible to
ride a bus, you should receive a postcard with your
child’s bus information by
early August. If you did not
receive a postcard or if you
have additional transportation questions, please call
the Transportation Call
Center at 727-587-2020.
Bus notification system
The Bus Bulletin notification system notifies parents, students and schools
when there are bus delays,
substitute drivers or bus
changes. If you would like
to receive instant notifications when something is affecting your child’s bus,
please register with Bus
Bulletin.
You can choose how
you want to be notified: text
messages, phones calls,
and/or emails. For more information, or to sign up,
v
i
s
i
t
www.busbulletin.com/pare
nts. If you need help with
registration, call Pinellas
County Schools Transportation Department at
727-587-2020.

Please note: this system
is not related to Pinellas
County Schools emergency text message communications
through
School Messenger.
New students
If you are new to the
school district or have a
child entering school for
the first time and you have
questions about the registration process, please visit
www.pcsb.org/new. There
are three key steps to register your child for school:
Step 1: Find your
Zoned School:
Before you begin the
registration process, it is
important to know your
child’s zoned school. It is
the best place to go if you
need to register your child
for school. To find your
child’s zoned school, visit
www.pcsb.org/new. You
will find a link to the district’s School Zone Locator.
Enter your house number
and the first few characters
of your street. The locator
will find your complete address and show you your
zoned school.
Step 2: Reserve a
seat:
Visit the Student Reservation
System
at

The Student Assignment Office
is available to assist families
District offices are open
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday-Friday.
The Student Assignment office
is in the Pinellas County Schools
Administration Building at
301 Fourth St. SW in Largo.
Families can contact the Student
Assignment office at
StudentAssignment@pcsb.org
or 727-588-6210.
https://reservation.pcsb.or
g to reserve a seat in your
child’s zoned school. You
can reserve a seat using
any computer, including
ones in school offices. To
use the system, you will
need a parent username
and password, which can
be acquired by visiting any
district school with valid ID.
If you already have a parent
account for another child,
you do not have to obtain a
new one.
Step 3: Register:
The final step is to visit
your child’s assigned
school with your valid ID

and required documents.
Required documents include a birth certificate,
Florida Certificate of Immunization, physical examination certificate, and two
documents that prove
where you live. You can
find more information, plus
details about all required
documents,
at
www.pcsb.org/new.
Visit the Pinellas
County Schools website
One of the best places
for back-to-school information is the Pinellas County
Schools
website,
www.pcsb.org.
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The dilemma

What’s the rush?!

BY ASHTON WILLIAMS, 16

WRITTEN BY JERVON
HINTON, 16

Artwork by Demetric Landers

My name is Ashton
Williams, and I am a youth
ambassador at the St. Pete
Youth Farm. There’s a lot of
talk about going back to
school, and although I’m
going back, I do not think
it’s the best idea.
The only reason I am
going back is for me. It is
way too hard for me to
focus on schoolwork at
home. Though cases are
rising pretty much by the
day and as much as I would
like to go back to school if
cases keep rising, they
might have to close schools
again.
Also, with kids going
back to school, cases will
skyrocket, and if a kid or
teacher has it and is asymptomatic, they could spread
it, and then those kids and
teachers spread it around
the school and their homes
— there’s the third wave of

COVID. Like I said before,
some kids like me cannot
learn online, they kind of
have to be in that classroom
setting, and it would be a little sad and disappointing if
seniors missed their senior
year again.
In all honestly, going
back to school would not
even be a problem if everyone just wore a mask as the
CDC director said in an
ABC News interview: “If
every American started
wearing masks outside of
their homes right now, the
United States could have
the coronavirus pandemic
under control in four to

eight weeks.”
We could be back at
school and work and normal if we all wore masks or
just stayed inside, but it
doesn’t matter; people will
do whatever they want regardless. I just want to go
back because I miss school,
my teachers and friends.
I know they say they’re
opening back up, but if in
the coming weeks they decide keeping schools
closed is what’s going to
happen, then that’s okay
too. I hope everything is
more certain by that time,
but time will tell.

W E E NCOURAGE
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School vs. COVID-19
BY SHIMYA MITCHELL,
16

Going into my junior
year of high school, I
know things will be different. This pandemic has
flipped the world completely upside down, and
no one knows what’s next,
especially for schooling.
They are expecting
and preparing for us
youth to go back to school
next month, and lots of
people have problems
with that. As a teen that
has been close to the
virus, I know the virus is
no joke, and although education is important, is
that really more important than the lives of all
the children that will be
put in danger when coming into school this Au-

gust?
Of course, there are
the rebuttals, such as
“you can catch COVID
anywhere,” but if that is
the, why open up schools
and risk the safety of
many children? And although it would be better
for me to stay home and
do online schooling, some
students, including myself, do not work well in a
virtual classroom, and

that is why I, and probably
many others, will be attending traditional school
this year.
I believe that all safety
precautions should be followed very heavily, and I
will make sure to follow
them accordingly myself.
Because even though a
student getting their education is important, their
lives are important as
well.

There are many pros
and cons of going back to
school. One pro is that you
get to see your friends, but
a negative about that is you
wouldn’t know if they are
carrying the new and improved COVID-19.
Now, as we progress
forward, we will have to be
wary of the signs of
COVID-19. Most students
wouldn’t want to stare at a
computer screen for more
than five hours doing
school work, but at the
same time, if they were to
go back to school, they

could be exposed to the
virus.
The virus has impacted
the entire country, causing
drastic changes in people’s
everyday lifestyle. Perhaps
they want us to go back to
school because of the economic decline. Are they really thinking about our
health as they push us
back into schools so
quickly?
They say they will sanitize everything down, but
to my knowledge, I know
that sometimes there are
no toilet paper or paper
towels for needy situations
in the bathrooms. They expect us to believe the new

changes when they can’t
even execute the present
ones.
That is something to
think about. I say we
should take the easy way
out and stay on computers.
Let’s not risk an entire generation due to a pandemic.
Let the schools wait!

Help me - help you - help us!
BY RAMONA
MITCHELL, 15

It’s hard being a
teenager in a pandemic
as serious as COVID-19.
Although I’m looking forward to entering the 10th
grade at Gibbs High
School, I’m full of uncertainty and doubt.
Adults are not doing
much to help protect the
people around us, and
we’re all living through
this together. Offices and
businesses are slowly beginning to reopen, yet the
community around me
has increased exposure
numbers. Safety doesn’t
seem to be everyone’s
first priority, as these decisions are being made.
v
Schools opening back
up could be more harmful than beneficial. We
need to think about what
the outcomes could be if
we choose to go back,
and people’s lives are put
in danger. As I weigh
both sides of this argument, I can’t help but
think about the lack of assurance being offered
about our safety.
The city bus is my primary transportation, and
I’m not sure what new

safety measures are
being implemented for
this enclosed space that I
will use twice daily. So
many adults are struggling with following the
safety measures outlined
over the past 100 plus
days, and we’re learning
new information every
day about how long the
virus can live and methods for transmitting
COVID-19.
We need to make sure
that everyone who decides to come back follows
the
safety
precautions put in place,
such as face masks, social distancing, etc. No
one should be forced into
an environment that is
dangerous, and if the
Pinellas County School
Board knows of all the

uncertainty, why would
they decide to open up in
the first place?
If we cannot be assured safety on the bus
and in school, why is this
even an option? We’re all
going to have questions
just like these, but in my
opinion, we need to do
what’s best for ourselves
and family members.
A decision to return
to school in person or not
should be based on data.
Although the online experience was not easy, I
value my life and the
bright
future
that’s
ahead.
My decision would be
to remain with virtual
schooling, but the final
decision will be made by
my guardian. Let’s hope
it’s guided by the data!

Back-to-school message from Superintendent Dr. Grego

Vaccination and health tips from a school nurse

IMAGES , from front page

NURSE, from front page

ing needs of all students
we have offered families
three high-quality learning
options for Fall 2020: Traditional in-person classes,
MyPCS Online and Pinellas Virtual School.
We are committed to
ensuring that all learning
options are robust and engaging. We value the opinions of our families and
employees and created
these choices based on
districtwide survey responses from more than
43,000 students, parents
and staff members as well
as eleven focus groups
held with a variety of
stakeholders.
The health and wellbeing of our school community is paramount. To
ensure that schools are as
safe and clean as possible,
we have developed a detailed, step-by-step plan to
clean and disinfect our
schools and facilities each
day. We are asking for support from families to make
sure that students who
plan to attend school inperson are aware of requirements involving the
wearing of masks, keeping
a safe social distance when
possible, as well as keeping hands clean and using
hand sanitizer.
To learn more about
the district health and
wellness protocols, please
v
i
s
i
t
www.pcsb.org/reopening.
Our decisions will continue to be guided by recommendations
from
health experts, so we want

families to know that plans
may be updated depending on what is happening
in our local community. All
our educators and school
staff will continue to support families as we always
have done. We are working to meet the challenges
provided by the current
health crisis and are constantly developing new
methods of supporting
students and families.
As we begin the 20202021 school year, I am excited to begin our new
initiative, PCS Connects.
In the beginning of the
COVID-19 health crisis,
we made a quick transition
to digital learning, distributing more than 26,000
digital devices to ensure
that all students had devices for learning and enrichment. That effort
clearly illustrated the digital divide in our community.
Through
PCS
Connects, we are eliminating that divide by becoming a complete 1:1 digital
district. We have plans in
place to ensure that every
student has access to a
computer. Also, families in
need of assistance to secure internet access at
home may contact their
school to check out a WiFi hotspot.
I am so incredibly
proud to work in a district
that provides so many resources and opportunities
for students. Many of
those opportunities are
possible thanks to the
Pinellas County Schools

Referendum. The half-mill
tax helps the school district recruit and retain
quality teachers; boost our
reading, music and art
programs; and provide upto-date technology and
textbooks.
The Referendum was
first approved in 2004 and
has been renewed by voters every four years. It will
be on the Nov. 3 ballot.
Please remember to vote.
You can learn more about
the
Referendum
at
www.pcsb.org/referendu
m.
Be sure to check our
website at www.pcsb.org
for the latest information
about Pinellas County
Schools. You will also find
updates on our social
media platforms. For your
convenience, we have created a one-stop-shop on
our website where you can
find out the latest information about returning to
s c h o o l :
www.pcsb.org/backtosch
ool.
Pinellas
County
Schools remains committed to providing a safe,
high-quality education for
each and every student.
We appreciate your collaboration and flexibility as
we work together to ensure that all students have
the tools, resources and
supports they need to be
successful and achieve excellence in all they do!
Sincerely,
Michael A. Grego,
Ed.D.,
Superintendent
Pinellas County Schools
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entering kindergarten
and seventh grade are
typically due for vaccines
and must meet the legal
requirement for school
entry. Be sure to turn in
the immunization form to
your child’s school. According to the law,
kindergarten and seventh-grade students are
not allowed to attend
class if schools do not
have proper documentation of immunization.
Vaccines help children develop immunity
to infectious diseases
such as measles, chicken
pox, polio and whooping
cough. Vaccines benefit
individual students and
other members of the
community that are unable to be vaccinated.
For immunization information, contact your
child’s physician or the
Florida Department of
Health in Pinellas at 727824-6900. The DOH provides free immunizations
at
health
centers
throughout the county.
For any additional questions on school health,
please
call
Pinellas
County Schools Health
Services department at
727-588-6320 or visit the
Health Services page of
the district’s website.
Special Safety Protocols
If a student or teacher
is impacted by COVID19, information will be
shared with impacted
families and staff in several ways. A Department

of Health letter will be
emailed to families using
the school district’s automated communication
system. Letters will also
be sent home with students, and calls will be
made as needed to those
with direct contact with
individuals impacted by
COVID-19.
Tips
from
the
School Nurse
There are many
things that parents and
students can do to stay
healthy throughout the
school year. Here are
some tips to prevent the
spread of germs:
Masks: All staff
members and students
will be required to wear
masks while on a school
bus or inside school facilities. The district will
issue five cloth masks to
each student and employee at the beginning
of the school year.
Schools will also supply
an extra mask for students if they forget
theirs. Mask breaks will
be provided to give students and teachers an opportunity to take their
masks off for short periods. When taking mask
breaks, students and
staff must ensure they
are at a safe social distance from others or are
outside in the fresh air.
Wash your hands
often: Frequent hand
washing is one of the
simplest and most effective ways to stay healthy
in school and at home.

Remind children to wash
their hands before eating
and after using the bathroom, blowing their
noses or playing outside.
Sing the “Happy Birthday” song twice while
you scrub! Since hands
transmit germs, make
sure to keep your hands
away from your eyes,
nose and mouth.
Cover your mouth
and nose when you
cough or sneeze: Children should cough or
sneeze into the crook of
their elbows to prevent
the spread of infectious
droplets through the air.
Don’t share water
bottles, food or other
personal items: Remind
children that any items
that touch their mouths
should not be shared
with others.
Keep
children
home from school
when they are ill: Never
send children to school if
they have a fever or diarrhea or are nauseated or
vomiting. Children who
lose their appetite, are
clingy or lethargic, complain of pain or just don’t
seem to be acting like
themselves should also
take a sick day.
Eat a healthy diet,
get plenty of sleep and
stay current on recommended and required
vaccinations, including
a yearly flu vaccine: To
prevent spreading illness
at home, use these same
tips for all members of
the family!

COMMUNITY NEWS
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BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT
Best Richardson
African Diaspora
Literature & Culture
Museum
Owners: Skip
Richardson and Gigi
Best-Richardson
Years in Business:
23 years
Location: 1463
Tampa Park Plaza, Suite
A, Tampa
On Green Book:
greenbooktampabay.org/
listing/best-richardsonafrican-diaspora-literature-museum/
Skip Richardson and
Gigi
Best-Richardson
have owned and operated
Best Richardson African
Diaspora Literature & Culture Museum for 23 years,
selling books as well as
acting as curators for the
non-profit museum.
Their
history/herstory is as interesting as
their offerings are eclectic. As a military family,
they brought their bookstore to military and civilian communities in 1997,
in Virginia Beach, Va., as
BBRT Associates LLC.
They later moved to the
Virginia Beach Farmers
Market and Antique Mall.
Then they went international.
“We have taken our

Bizzy Bee Errands
and Concierge Service
Owner: Sherika
Dixon
Years in Business:
5 years
Location: Riverview
On Green Book:
greenbooktampabay.org
/listing/bizzy-bee-errands-concierge-service/

business to four other
cities and two different
countries — Korea and
Turkey — before re-opening in Tampa,” they
shared.
Since relocating to
Tampa, they have rebranded as “a historical
venture,” featuring their
books in a museum setting. They also provide
historical tours and host
public speakers, intent “on
educating our customers
on the diversity of the
African Diaspora.”
When asked why visitors will love their store,
they responded, “We are a
non-profit independent,
veteran and woman-

Sherika Dixon is the
owner of Bizzy Bee Errands and Concierge
Service, which offers
light
housekeeping,
shopping and modified
pet services. The company also provides housecare services, light yard
maintenance
and
pickup/drop off services.
Dixon shared, “After
serving in the US Navy, I
was looking for another
career where I could help
people. I’ve held numerous positions involving
helping others — nanny
services, medical/dental
assisting, bus driver,
teacher, owning my own
home daycare.”
Dixon also ran a massage business and a nonprofit. But it was being a
busy mother of four, she
said, that helped her realize “the need for a set of
extra hands.” She real-

owned museum, bookstore and gift shop. Our
museum provides customers, both youth and
adults, with educational
artifacts and information
on African Diaspora literary and cultural history.
We feature rare and antiquarian books written by
writers of African Descent
and provide exceptional
used, rare and new books,
authentic high-quality gift
items, and reliable service.”
To learn more about
Best Richardson African
Diaspora Literature & Culture Museum, visit their
website at www.bradlcmuseum.com.

ized there would be value
in giving those “extra
hands” to other working
people and the elderly.

While Dixon initially
geared her services to
the busy mom and seniors, she has also catered
to disabled veterans —
especially those with
PTSD, she noted. And
now her services have
also expanded to include
business, as well as in
and out-of-state customers.
Dixon said people
love her business because her services “allow
you to have time to do
things you want to do —
and you leave the ‘bizzy’
work for us!”
To learn more about
Bizzy Bee Errands and
Concierge Service, visit
bizzybeeerrands.com.

Experts In Life-Changing Care
By LaShante Keys, Empath Health Community Outreach Specialist

Self-care in times of stress
PINELLAS COUNTY
– In the past weeks and
months, you may have
been hearing words such
as “crisis,” “unprecedented,” “death,” and
“pandemic” in the news
and across social media.
COVID-19 is something
completely new, and
many people are struggling to make sense of
this time of uncertainty.
There may be new
emotions that haven’t
been experienced before.
It’s important to know
there is no “right way” to
feel during these times,
and that is okay.
“When our brains
hear these words, it becomes a trigger for our
emotional
response,
causing all of us to react
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in different ways,” explained Kiana Granda, a
registered clinical social
work intern with Suncoast PACE, a member
of Empath Health. “Our
brain is going into survival mode, but doesn’t
know if it should pick
fight, flight or freeze.”
A “fight” response
can look like anger, anxiety and elevated heart
rate. “Flight” might look
like you are being overreactive, speaking or
thinking a lot or have the
feeling of butterflies in
your stomach. Someone
with a “freeze” response
may feel sad, tired, depressed or ambivalent.
All of these feelings are
valid.
Every day there is
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new information, and our
brains are constantly trying to figure out the best
response to the situation.
Moods may continuously
be shifting and felt more
intensely as a result.
To avoid feeling overwhelmed from a surge of
emotions, taking time to
care for yourself is essential. Granda offers these
tips for self-care:
• Set a routine. Try
to go to sleep and wake
up at the same time
every day. Write a schedule if you need to, making sure you set aside
time for self-care.
•Spend at least 30
minutes outside of the
house every day. Take a
walk, garden or layout in
the back yard. If this isn’t
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Kiana Granda,
Suncoast PACE
Clinical Social Work
Intern
possible, try opening a
window for fresh air.
•Stay hydrated and
eat healthy meals. Dur-
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ing times of stress, some
people tend to overeat,
while others may not
have an appetite. Now is
a good time to try some
new recipes.
•Create a space that
is just for your personal
relaxation.
Whether
you’re a caregiver of an
older adult or a child, live
with someone else, or
are just working from
home, it is essential to
have your own retreat
that is separate from
daily life stress.
•Reach out to friends
and family members. We
are all social beings, so
remember to stay connected through calls, text
messages, social media
or video chats.
•Practice mindful-
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ness and deep breathing
exercises. There are
many videos and tools
available on the internet
to help guide these practices.
Children also need
help navigating these
new emotions and experiences. Take time to
play outside together,
help them build a personal retreat with a pillow fort or encourage
them to stay connected
with their friends.
“We are all in this together. Everyone across
the globe is feeling the
same fight, flight or
freeze response,” added
Granda. “Remember to
be kind to yourself and to
others.”
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NorthStar Academy of Pinellas Charter School opens Aug. 24
ACADEMY, from front page

Academy of Pinellas will
serve children in grades
seven through 12 and is
scheduled to open on Aug.
24 for the fall term. The
school’s schedule will follow that of the Pinellas
County School District.
NorthStar Academies
hired Dr. Tanya Chauncey
has its principal academic
officer. She will serve as
the principal of the Pinellas
campus. Chauncey has
more than 30 years of experience as an educator and
administrator, most of
which was in Polk County.
The school offers an
“alternative curriculum,”
said director of communications, Michael Serpe,
which is designed to give
children who are considered “overage” for their
grade level an opportunity
to complete the necessary
credits to graduate high
school. According to Underwood, NorthStar Academy of Pinellas works with
students up to age 21.
“Students have the op-

portunity to choose an education path that is geared
toward college readiness,
career development, or enrollment into a technical
school after graduation,”
Serpe said.
All of these tracks are
designed with credit recovery in mind. Serpe said this
ensures that students complete the necessary learning requirements dictated
by the state for graduation.
NorthStar Academy of
Pinellas will offer three career options for students interested in learning a trade
while enrolled: barbering,
nursing assistant and home
health aide.
Serpe said an education
path for each student is
chosen based on what they
are interested in and their
past performance in their
previous school.
The curriculum for all
programs is designed as a
hybrid offering, with inclass and online instruction.
This, said Serpe, is a benefit
in light of COVID-19.

“If in-person education
isn’t going to work right
now, we will provide all students with the technology
they need to ensure that
they can learn remotely,”
he said. “We offer a
blended curriculum as part
of our normal operations,
so students and teachers
will be able to transition
easily.”
Serpe said that if it’s
necessary for students to
attend school fully online,
orientation sessions will be
provided, so students and
parents have the information they need for the transition. If the Pinellas County
School Board recommends
online learning due to the
coronavirus, then Northstar Academy of Pinellas
will follow suit. Otherwise,
the current plan is to move
forward with the school’s
blended format.
In addition to school
supplies and necessary
technical equipment, the
charter school will also provide students with free

breakfast and lunch, said
Underwood. This will be
available to all students,
whether they are learning
from home or in the classroom.
“We will have food here
in the multipurpose room
for students who are on
campus, and for students
who are learning from
home, we will send home
enough food to serve as
breakfast and lunch for five
days a week,” Underwood
said.
At the time of the open
house, 50 students had already been enrolled in the
school. Its capacity, said
Serpe, is 500.
“We’re hopeful to have
a full school, but it’s extremely difficult since
everything associated with
coronavirus needs to be
taken into consideration.”
If you are looking for an
alternative to Pinellas
County Schools, please call
NorthStar Academies at
844-422-7827 or visit northstaracademies.com/.

L-R, Principal Academic Officer Dr. Tanya
Chauncey and Regional Project Manager
Chatiela Underwood
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Hear what two Florida House Dist. 70 candidates have to say
BY FRANK DROUZAS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Civil
rights
attorney
Michele Rayner and disabilities trainer Michael Oliver,
two of the four candidates
running for Florida House
District 70, attended a virtual forum sponsored by 8
Kingz Collective and the
New Deal for St. Pete on
July 18.
Rayner and Oliver are
vying for the seat vacated by
Wengay Newton, along with
two other candidates on the
ballot — attorney Keisha
Bell and Michelle Grimsley,
who served as Rep. Newton’s legislative assistant.
Oliver said he’s running
on a platform that focuses
on education, healthcare,
and equitable housing.
Rayner said her platform is
for equity.
“Standing for justice for
families who may not have
anyone to stand with them,”
said Rayner, a community
activist.
Both candidates noted
that they’ve been of service
to residents of the district
prior to running, with Oliver
being a mentor, volunteer
football coach, a Special
Olympics coach in the
county, and has been involved with Meals on
Wheels.
“Every single Friday,
you can catch me at Enoch
Davis Center delivering
meals out to our elderly,” he

said, “to make sure that they
have a meal.”
Rayner, who has mentored young women, said,
“I’ve done work in Childs
Park with the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund, so I’m a volunteer attorney with the
Legal Defense Fund. I deal
with issues regarding equity
and I deal with issues in regard to the school to prison
pipeline and the suspension
rate.”
Attorney Rayner also
represented the families of
two African-American girls
who, while fleeing deputies,
drowned when the car they
were driving plunged into a
cemetery pond near Gandy
Boulevard in 2016.
Oliver said he would like
to bring $1 billion to the
school budget plan by taxing corporations a percentage so teachers can see
higher salaries. He also
wants to advance early childhood education and fund
some vocational programs
as an alternative to college.
“College isn’t for everybody... so I want to see more
vocational programs where
they’re teaching kids how to
start their own business,” he
said.
Rayner said, “We need a
bill that makes sure our
schools have equitable resources. The same resources that the kids out on
Treasure
Island
and
Pasadena get, that needs to
happen with District 70. And

Michael Oliver
not just in south St. Pete but
through all of District 70 because all of the district is facing many of the same
issues.”
Oliver sees housing as
one of the district’s priorities
and would like to focus on
rent control. He said getting
funding for small businesses
is also critical, particularly in
the time of COVID-19 and
the Payroll Protection Plan.
“Our businesses weren’t
all prepared to get the PPP
loan, which is a forgivable
loan,” he said. “If we can
bring more funding in to
help some of these small
businesses have their paperwork get ready to go out,
so once this pandemic hits,
they can get these financial
services, they can get this
funding.”
Rayner said there needs
to be a serious investment in
District 70 and advocates
the establishment of hubs of
entrepreneurship in the dis-

Michele Rayner
trict.
More resources should
be going toward minorityowned small businesses,
Oliver said, while less
money should be going to
large corporations. Rayner
answered by saying that
more money should be
going toward education and
to the “toll road to
nowhere.”
“One of the areas that I’d
start putting money into is
wrap-around services within
the education system,” she
explained. “I think why
Black and brown kids are
being funneled into the
school-to-prison pipeline is
because there are no wraparound services. We know
the statistics; we know the
numbers that there aren’t
enough social workers
within schools.”
Education needs more
funding, Oliver said, noting
that black children are graduating at a lower rate. He’d

also like to see more funding go into healthcare and
nutrition.
“We see this with the
food desert right here in St.
Pete ... we have opportunities to provide healthier food
options right here in our
area,” he said.
Concerning the state’s
response to the pandemic
and its rising cases, Oliver
said there needs to be more
money set aside for such unforeseen events and better
planning. He is also against
sending children back to
school in the time of coronavirus unless it is safe to do
so and stressed the importance of personal protection
equipment.
“Something I am personally doing,” he said, “I
partnered up with the
[Foundation for a Healthy
St. Petersburg], and we’ve
given out over 4,000 masks
in the community. I just recently purchased another
4,000 masks that I have in
the back of my car right
now.”
Rayner agreed that the
state’s handling of the pandemic to date has been
“poor,” “terrible,” and a
“mess” and would push to
see funds appropriated to
help combat the virus. She
has also personally worked
with local nonprofits in such
initiatives as the Mask Up!
Campaign.
“We need to also overhaul the unemployment sys-

tem,” she said, “because it
should not take you four
months to get money, and
then when you get that
money, it’s literally not
enough to live on.”
Both candidates showed
concern for water waste as
specifically how new massive infrastructures are impacting flooding.
“We know the areas
within District 70 where we
see this influx of water
waste,” she said. “We have
to pay attention to how the
city is building, into where
they’re building and in what
ways they’re building,”
adding that there should be
legislation that limits areas
where the city can build.
Oliver said he believes
you can protect the environment and also have business growth, adding that he
is a proponent of solar energy.
“I’m very, very big on
solar,” he said, “not only because it helps our environment but because it
provides careers for our
community. Solar right now
is hiring more people than
the gas, coal and oil companies combined.”
The Primary Election is
scheduled for Aug. 18. To
request a mail-in ballot, visit
votepinellas.com or call 727464-VOTE (8683).
Click here to watch the
Complete Mail Ballot
Process
video
from
VotePinellas.com.

From mock doctor to real doctor: Gabbidon fights for public health
ST. PETERSBURG —
As a young girl playing doctor in her hometown of
Kingston, Jamaica, Kemesha Gabbidon’s patients
only ever seemed to come
down with two specific ailments: asthma, which Gabbidon herself suffered from
as a child, and bronchitis.
“I used to call it brownchitis,” Gabbidon said
laughingly. “My mom
bought me this fake stethoscope, and I carried around
a little notepad, diagnosing
my friends with asthma and
brown-chitis.”
Today, Gabiddon is a
real doctor of a different
sort. Rather than diagnose
patients, she helps prevent
the spread of infectious disease as a community health
advocate and postdoctoral
research fellow at USF’s St.
Petersburg campus. Gabbidon’s research focuses on
topics like reproductive
health and health equity.
Through a recent initiative,

she works closely with local
individuals and communities most affected by HIV in
order to reduce the spread
of the disease.
“My goal in public
health is to help with prevention efforts,” Gabbidon
said. She has a special interest in reaching at-risk
youth, instilling in them the
knowledge they need to
lead safer and healthier
lives.
It might sound morbid
to many people, but Gabbidon has always been fascinated by infectious
diseases. As a student, she
devoured grim literature
about pandemics like it was
light reading. Her interest
was so acute that for many
years Gabbidon would eagerly discuss the stages of
syphilis, her favorite infectious disease, with anyone
willing to listen.
“Even today, when
someone starts talking
about infectious diseases,

my ears perk up,” she
stated. “I like the mystery of
trying to solve something
so complex in a way that
can help so many people.”
Gabbidon’s passion for
public health stems from
her experiences growing up
in two countries with distinct cultures. When Gabbidon was ten years old, she
moved to the United States,
living with her father’s family in Miami until her maternal grandmother arrived
from Jamaica. Although at
the time Gabbidon thought
the move was temporary,
she remained in the States,
where she encountered
stark differences from her
home country.
“Living in Jamaica, I
never really realized I was
Black,” she says. “But in
America, I was an immigrant and had an accent. I
was clearly different.”
The chasm between
Americans who are financially secure and those who

aren’t struck Gabbidon as
particularly troubling.
Over the years, Gabbidon’s growing interest in
social justice drew her towards addressing the structural root causes of health
risks for disadvantaged
Americans. After receiving
her bachelor’s degree from
Florida State University, she
earned a master’s in public
health from USF, focusing
on communicable global
diseases.
She subsequently received a doctoral degree in
health promotion and disease prevention from
Florida International University, where she studied
the dynamics of sexuality
conversations
between
Haitian and Jamaican parents and their adolescents.
As a postdoctoral research fellow at USF’s St.
Petersburg campus, Gabbidon was honored with the
University’s Outstanding
Black Staff/Faculty Award

in 2020 for her teaching and
research
excellence.
Through courses on health
psychology, health disparities, and public health, she
challenges her students to
think critically about their
social identities and recognize ways in which they
benefit from often unseen
privileges.
These conversations
aren’t always easy, Gabbidon said, but they’re essential. She uses humor to
help disarm students and alleviate their discomfort during
these
critical
discussions.
Gabbidon recently received a $70,000 research
grant to target the multiple
stigmas surrounding HIV in
Tampa Bay, with the goal of
increasing health screenings and diminishing the
spread of the disease. After
some delay due to the coronavirus, the initiative has
been transitioned to a virtual format.

“I’m excited to get folks
in the community involved
with this research,” Gabbidon said. “To me, it’s their
project at the end of the day.
Some people say we’re giving a voice to the voiceless,
but these members of the
community already have a
voice. We’re just giving
them the space to speak.”

sit was declared a blight by
our city’s council members
following mandatory studies. Hundreds of structures
were deemed to be dilapidated. Years later, council
members voted to modify
the redevelopment plans for
the area to accommodate
the construction of a Major
League Baseball stadium
and master fire station. As
we know, the promise of future jobs and housing never
materialized, but distrust
and racial tension did. The
division this has caused has
been further exacerbated
by the presence of I-175,
which I hope will be razed
or shortened someday.
This is our chance to get
this site right.
This is our time at bat;
our chance to hit the homerun we should have hit a
generation ago.
By the time shovels are
in the ground and redevelopment occurs, my time as
mayor will have long ended.
Someday, some mayor, surrounded by council members, community leaders,

and developers will begin to
open this site to our residents and visitors with
much fanfare. A ribbon may
be cut on a new academic institution or research center.
Families will begin to move
into new, affordable townhomes. Pedestrians and cyclists will pass through on
the Pinellas Trail, perhaps
stopping to observe and
enjoy public art. Residents
and visitors will come to this
new city center to explore,
learn about the site’s rich
African-American history, or
recreate on the creek.
Proposals to redevelop
this site are due back to the
City of St. Petersburg by
January 15, 2021. I am excited to see what the development world comes up
with, as I know of no other
similar site in the country. I
am also excited for St. Pete.
This is a challenging time
for cities, including St. Pete,
but we must continue to
make progress, move forward, honor our past, and
pursue our brightest future.
If anyone can do that, it’s us.

Kemesha Gabbidon

The future has arrived
BY MAYOR RICK KRISEMAN

ST. PETERSBURG —
Following years of community dialogue and planning,
the process to redevelop the
86-acre Tropicana Field site
has begun as the City of St.
Petersburg has issued a request for proposals from interested,
experienced
developers.
As this is publicly-owned
land, this is an unparalleled,
generational opportunity for
us in St. Pete to address
many needs, meet many
goals, and create a vibrant
and unique sense of place
accessible to all. We will collaborate with development
partners to ensure the site’s
history is honored and that
economic opportunity and
inclusion prevail. Done
right, the site will provide
jobs, mixed-income housing, family-oriented entertainment, art, and natural
recreation. Of the utmost
importance, the site will reconnect to its adjacent
neighborhoods and provide

much-needed green space,
capitalizing on the presence
of Booker Creek.
Further, the redevelopment of this site will align
with our Integrated Sustainability Action Plan, Complete
Streets
Implementation
Plan,
Health In All Policies approach and our Grow
Smarter economic development strategy, include space
for research and innovation,
childcare for the site’s residents and employees, hotel
and conference space, and
seamlessly integrate into
our regional transportation
network.
Finally, the site will provide community benefits
consistent with a Community Benefit Program currently being developed in
conjunction with engaged
citizens. Such a program will
address employment goals,
living wages, small business
participation, workforce
training opportunities, housing affordability, and more.
Our vision statement
says “St. Petersburg will be

a city of opportunity where
the sun shines on all who
come to live, work, and
play.” Based on the consistent feedback we’ve received, we recognize that an
affordable place to live is a
most urgent need in St.
Pete. Last year, we unveiled
a comprehensive housing
affordability plan called
‘Housing For All, From All’.
That plan is in motion, but it
is imperative that the Tropicana Field site also advances
us toward our vision. To that
end, the site should provide
housing for individuals of
various income levels and
accommodate families – another need in St. Pete.
We did not arrive at
these objectives quickly or
easily. They are the product
of community conversations
that began in 2016. The City
of St. Petersburg and HKS
Architects
incorporated
feedback to create and present a preliminary, conceptual master plan to the
public, the St. Petersburg
City Council, and the Tampa
Bay Rays in 2017. That plan

On Monday, July 27,
the City of
St. Petersburg
announced a formal
request for proposals
for the 86-acre
Tropicana Field site.
included a baseball stadium
on the site. A second conceptual plan illustrated the
site without a stadium. Either scenario can be reflected in the final plan for
this site.
More than 40 years ago,
the neighborhood where
the dome and its surrounding surface parking lots now
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311

First Baptist Institutional Church

Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study .......................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ...............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
Sunday Worship Service .................................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Small Group Bible Study ..............................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor
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Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

BETHEL COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567

Sunday Worship Service ....................10:15 a.m.

SERVICES
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Sunday School .....................................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday)..................7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday) ....................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House To The City”

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Sunday Worship Service: 10:00 a.m.
Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

Rev. Dr. Manuel L. Sykes

Mid-Week Worship: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Welcome – Bienvenidos
ST. AUGUSTINE’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Joyful Spirit, Joyful Jazz
The Rev. Josie Rose,
Priest-in-Charge

2920 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg 33712
727-867-6774
StAugustine@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Communion and Worship Service 9:00 a.m.
Communion and Healing Service 11:00 a.m. Tuesdays
First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

Sunday Worship Services 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) .................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..4:00 p.m.

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Victory Christian Center Church

Donn & Jean
Freshler

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Contact:
www.TheWeeklyChallenger.com

20th Street
Church Of Christ

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.Victorychristiancenterchurch.org
Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

YOUR CHURCH AD
COULD BE HERE!

Bro. Robert Smith

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Sunday Bible Class (All Ages)
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Morning Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

..........8:30 a.m.
..........9:45 a.m.
.........6:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
........10:00 a.m.
............7:00 p.m.

INSPIRATIONS
BY DIERDRE DOWNING-JACKSON

A Cord of Three Strands: The Blood
Covenant of JESUS, Russell & Me
“...by love serve one another.”
Galatians 5:13
In this season of loving so
many from afar; GOD blessed my
husband, Russell, and me with a
greater understanding of who we
truly are.
Facing these unprecedented
sequestered challenges, there
have been JESUS, Russell, and
me! This three cord strand of
truth and love has truly set us
free.
Free to trust that GOD is in
control from now until eternity.
Peace and comfort knowing
that all of our children and their
families are safe and in GOD’s loving arms.
Free to forgive and love without condition, wishing no one any
hurt or harm.
Thanking the Holy Spirit for
guiding our path along this challenging and uncharted way.

Operating like JESUS, showing love, kindness and never forgetting to pray.
Our latter days are better than
our former as we go through this
season of change;
GOD loves, protects and cherishes our loved ones, and gives us
the gift of peace that this too shall
pass and trust only in GOD to rearrange.
Thank You JESUS, we are so
grateful for every wonderful memory we have been able to share;
May we be a blessing to all
those in need, with sincere hearts
that truly care.
Thank You for reminding us to
be still for our peace and to love
one another forever.
The wisdom and love that
JESUS, has blessed us to experience with Him during this uncertain time, will never be lost but
treasured.We have been re-

minded that GOD loves us and
truly is in charge; that there is victory with JESUS, the Holy Spirit
and Our Father in Heaven who
are watching to see what we truly
believe.
GOD is love and in this and
every season of our lives, we must
demonstrate His Love and the
stillness of His Peace. Our marriage is a cord of three strands: a
blood covenant with JESUS, Russell and me;
And this unbreakable gift
from GOD has blessed us to survive with strength, stillness and
with His grace to humbly receive.“
AMEN
“Be still and know that I am
GOD...” Psalm 46:10
Ecclesiastes 4:12 “Though one
may be overpowered, two can defend themselves. A cord of three
strands is not quickly broken.”

Trust GOD
Trust GOD when trials
come your way and your
heart forgets to pray; He is
always there no matter
what, and He will make a
way.
Trust GOD when you
are troubled and know that
the enemy is near; you’ll experience GOD’s mercy and
deliverance and will have no
more fear.
Trust GOD who guides
and directs your path when
your journey tries to break
you; the faith and trust you
have in JESUS, will be your
armor and see you through.
Trust GOD to heal your
mind and body and give
comfort to your soul; JESUS
knows the truth about you
and your faith in Him will
never grow old.
Trust GOD when you

are weary and it seems all
hope is lost; JESUS lived
and died to set you free, and
in Him you will have to hold.
Trust GOD, because
His grace and mercy keep
showing up for you; He sees
that you are faithful and you
know His promises are true.
Trust GOD, because He
has a master plan only for
you; your prayers and steadfast obedience are the instruments HE gave to you.
Trust GOD and experience the joy that He has
given to you; your peace and
strength are testimonies
that trusting GOD will forever see you through.”
“Trust in the Lord with
all thine heart; and lean not
unto thine own understanding.”
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
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THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.fmbctheship.net
Email: fmbc3300@verizon.net
Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EvXPERIENCES

Sunday Worship .......................................................................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday ..............................Noonday Wednesday in the Word and Bread of Life
7:00 p.m. Prayer and Wednesday in the Word
7:00 p.m. Youth Enrichment
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark M.B.C.
Sunday’s
Message:
What Will Faith Do for You
and Me?
Scripture: Philippians
1:6 was the key verse:
Being confident of this
very thing, that he which
hath begun a good work in
you will perform it until
the day of Jesus Christ.
Other references were
Philippians 1:12-18, 2:14 &
15, 3:12-14 and 4:4-7.
The key verse suggests to us that no matter
how dark and difficult
things appear God tell us
that He will perform the
good work in us He has
begun. God reminds us
that we should have faith
for today and our future
(the next day, week,
month, year and the remainder of our lives). It
does not matter where we
are today, we all can believe that something bigger and better in our
tomorrow is possible, but
our faith must be activated
now for the bigger and better of tomorrow.
The answers to the
question of ‘What Will
Faith Do for You and Me
Were’: With Faith We Can

Be Patient; With Faith We
Can Remain Positive; With
Faith We Can Be Productive and With Faith We
Can Be Prayerful.
The first point Be Patient – We need to be patient with the pain and
problems of this life and
remember that where we
are will not last always.
The second point, Remain
Positive – No matter what
happens in life, don’t let it
cause us to be negative.
We can be positive and remain positive because of
the promises of God and
knowing He is always
there. The third point – Be
Productive (get up and do
something). In being productive we should remember that some things must
be forgiven, and some
things must be forgotten.
We can’t be tied to bad
memories of the past but
let the lessons from them
help us to be productive.
The final point – Be
Prayerful. No matter how
the world changes continue to pray. Talk to God
about all our situations.
We can’t stop, stress and
sin but we can guard our

Pastor’s Corner
BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
TODAY’S CHURCH Tampa Bay

Calling all leaders!

Rev. Brian K. Brown,
Pastor
heart and mind in prayer.
We invite you to join our
live streaming service on
YouTube @ St Mark MBC
each Sunday @ 10:20 and
Wednesdays @ 7:00 p.m.
As we enter the month
of August St. Mark says
Happy
Birthday
and
Happy Anniversary to all
who are celebrating in this
month!
Communion, by way of
the parking area, will be offered on the third Sunday
(August 16) at 9:00 a.m.
Those desiring to receive
Communion are asked to
remain in their vehicles
and arrive before 8:50 a.m.

“Stephen, full of faith and
power, did great wonders and
miracles among the people
(Acts 6:8).”
Wayshower is another
word for leadership. You are
a leader. Your leadership is
not limited to a title or a position. You are a leader because you are following your
own path towards wholeness
and balance in your life. You
have what it takes inside of
you to stand up for what you
believe, speak boldly your
truth, and see the Christ in
every person and in every
circumstance.
Stephen who represents
royalty was a Wayshower for
all leaders. He was a deacon
in the church who stood up

for his faith and walked his
talk. Spirit flowed through
Stephen and his ministry
manifested miracles, signs,
and wonders. He spoke with
boldness and it caused him to
receive great persecution.
Stephen was bitten, stoned,
and eventually killed. He was
so advanced in the development of his Christ consciousness that he was able to see
the goodness of God in his
death and in the people, who
were stoning him (Acts 7:55).
Stephen prayed for their forgiveness, trusted in God’s divine protection and that knew
that anything that happened
to him was for God’s glory
and his highest good (Genesis 50:20).

The Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. said “until we
find something worth dying
for that life is not worth living.” It is easy to speak your
truth and stand up for what
you believe in a safe and supportive environment. It can
be extremely difficult to do
this when there are major
risks such as loss of marriage, family, friendships, career, religious standing,
income or even your life.
Amidst of racial tension, social unrest, economic challenges, health crisis, rising
death tolls, and political upheaval, God is calling us to
stand up as leaders. Will you
rise to the occasion and lead
from where you are?
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Positive Impact Worldwide’s vision for Tangerine Plaza
ST. PETERSBURG —
Positive Impact Worldwide, a locally-based nonprofit organization, is no
stranger to St. Pete. It has
provided food and other
life essentials and educational programs since
2003.
Founders Jay and
Kara’lynne Brubaker’s
charitable work embodies
the local community.
Their heart to serve all
people is evident in their
educational, workforce
development, health equity and other outreach
programs.
These programs can
be found in their partnership with Pinellas Technical College’s Culinary
Arts department’s chef
training program, as well
as their partnership with
Metropolitan Ministries
and Feeding Tampa Bay
organizations that distribute thousands of meals
and food products to individuals at no cost.
Also, their partnerships with faith-based organizations
such
as
Positive Impact Church
provide spiritual and men-

tal health guidance to improve the quality of life of
residents in St. Petersburg. Other notable projects to their credit include
the upcoming Positive Impact Learning Academy
for special needs children.
The resounding public
influence of Positive Impact Worldwide’s programs and services has
captured city officials’ attention. Mayor Rick
Kriseman presented a
Key to the City of St. Petersburg to Kara’lynne
Brubaker for her humanitarian efforts.
Additionally, Jay and
Kara’lynne
Brubaker
were recipients of the
prestigious 2017 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Humanitarian Award, which
is presented to a humanitarian within the community who embodies and
exemplifies the characteristics promoted by Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.—
”a vision of peace, persistence in purpose, and
inspirational action.”
Positive Impact Worldwide has an exciting vision and plans for

Tangerine Plaza located
in the Deuces area that
will extend its reach and
impact lives within the
city, especially those on
the south side.
This vision — Positive
Impact & Beyond — will
be a multi-use complex
design that will convert
the existing 40,000-square
foot building that formerly housed the Walmart in Tangerine Plaza.
The space will be a
culinary
arts
center/teaching kitchen,
food bank/warehouse, administrative office suite
and small food pantry. It
will also house various
small business enterprises such as Fab 5
Global, whose mission is
to help individuals regain
control of their lives by
providing life planning
and organizational programs.
Additionally, the Positive Impact & Beyond
Center will have the latest
technology tools to use
for various social media
platforms needed for communication, teaching and
entertainment.

The culinary arts center and teaching kitchen
will include classes and
unique cooking experiences to nourish minds,
hearts
and
bodies.
Classes will be led by
Master Chef Lennox
Preudomme, a resource
consultant for the center.
These classes will collaborate on lively, interactive cooking lessons,
emphasizing
culinary
skills, hands-on learning,
nutrition lessons, chef
demonstrations, farmer’s
market activities and
farm-to-table dinners.
The teaching kitchen
will also serve as a community health outreach
for area hospitals and
wellness centers to address health disparities in
their patients. Relationships and collaborations
will be formed with area
hospitals and health insurance companies so their
patients can receive
health information and
classes that promote
healthy cooking.
The culinary arts cen-

ter will also have a 500seat capacity venue for
area groups to host various events, such as small
banquets, weddings, and
conferences.
These
events will be able to commission the culinary staff
to provide food and other
needed services for the
occasions.
Other approved area
caterers will be encouraged to vie for business
opportunities and marketability in the new
venue as well.
Another part of the
Positive Impact & Beyond
complex is the food bank
and pantry. The food
bank/warehouse
and
pantry will be located behind the culinary arts center. In order to get the
food into the hands of the
community, the food
bank/warehouse
will
safely store millions of
pounds of food that will be
delivered to local food
programs.
The food bank will
function as food storage
and distribution depots

for smaller front-line
agencies. Additionally, the
food bank will distribute
food through a network of
partner agencies, such as
food pantries, churches
and civic organizations.
The food bank/warehouse donates food to
these agencies; in return,
they pay a per pound fee
to support the food
bank/warehouse’s existence.
Positive Impact Worldwide’s plan for Tangerine
Plaza will stimulate the
local economy by creating
quality jobs and driving
traffic into the 22nd Street
Corridor, which will benefit all local businesses.
The focus of Positive
Impact Worldwide’s robust plan for Tangerine
Plaza is to promote
growth, transform lives,
and see people thrive due
to their educational, workforce development, health
equity and other programs!
This is our vision for
the Tangerine Plaza! Will
you make it yours?
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Young activist weigh in on St. Pete’s race issue
BY FRANK DROZAS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Last Wednesday’s moderated discussion of community
activists
leading
disruption and peaceful
protest for social change and
racial justice hosted by The
Foundation of a Healthy St.
Pete included young activists
seeking social change and
radical justice.
The panelists of the
“White Supremacy and
Black Lives Matter: Disruption,
Challenge
and
Change”
forum
included Jabaar Edmond,
community activist and filmmaker, activist and gallerist
Carla Bristol, military veteran
Nick Paul activist Ashley
Green and Deja-Denice
Sherrod, recent St. Pete
transplant.
Marcus A. Brooks, community engagement advocate manager for the Center
for Health Equity, served as
moderator.
“Every single thing up to
this moment has been about
challenging systems that just
simply hasn’t worked for us,”
said Bristol, who aimed to
give more exposure to
African-American art when
she opened Gallerie 909.
Bristol organized a
peaceful protest when in
2014, when Michael Brown
was fatally shot by a white officer in Ferguson, Mo. Sherrod said Brown’s murder “hit
very close to home,” as she
left for college the same time
Brown would have had he
not been killed.
“Student-led organizations have been the basis for
my activism,” Sherrod said,
who joined campus-based initiatives when she attended
East Carolina University.
Paul, who spent time
abroad during his military

days, said, “As I came back
and started looking at our
own country, I realized there
was a lot of work that still
needed to be done here,”
adding that he’s still “out
there fighting for everyone
every day.”
Bristol explained that a
cross-section of people have
been coming together to engage in protests — including
many first-time demonstrators who were horrified by
the death of George Floyd —
and their viewpoints are the
same.
“I find that most people,
whether they’re out marching, whether they’re supporting with donations, creating
sign creation — I feel that
people simply can’t afford to
sit this out,” she said.
She added: “Change
doesn’t happen when you’re
comfortable,” noting that
there is a varied swatch of
race, age, and socioeconomic
standing among the protestors calling for change.
Edmond agreed, pointing out that it is a “kaleidoscope”
or
people
participating, and said that
some of the media coverage
has been skewed, not presenting the protestors in a
flattering light. In this vein,
these media outlets are perpetuating systemic racism.
He urged those who want to
be part of this movement to
join them any evening in
front of St. Pete City Hall at 7
p.m.
“Come feel the atmosphere,” he said. “Come see
for yourself. If you don’t want
to be in the street, walk on the
sidewalk. But don’t let media
reports form your judgment.”
Edmond said everyone
could play even a supporting
role, like driving people to the
protests or writing articles or
opinion pieces that call for

needed changes.
Brooks pointed out that
support for the Black Lives
Matter movement has drastically increased since the
murders of Breonna Taylor,
Ahmaud Aerbery and
George Floyd.
“If we’re going to make a
fundamental change here,”
Green said, “we’re going to
have to be honest about the
foundation of this nation,”
adding that the Black Lives
Matter Movement can be
viewed as a response to the
long-running notions of white
supremacy in this country.
Green warned that the
current popularity of the
Black Lives Matter conversation can actually be something that prohibits “concrete
change,” explaining that the
“appetite of mainstream society fluctuates.”
“We make these incremental changes, and then
people are like, ‘Okay, we’re
good. It’s enough.’ George
Floyd wasn’t the first time
that we knew Black people
were being murdered by the
police in truly heinous ways,”
she said. “So I’d like to remind people that the movement for Black lives is not
about the death of Black people; it’s about protecting the
lives of Black people.”
Although St. Pete is considered progressive, it is conservative by nature and
segregated, Green said, as
not enough people in the
community are willing to outwardly point out the inequities that still exist.
Sherrod, who studied sociology and African American studies in college, noted
that people in this country
tend to think of racism in binary terms, and believe that
racism primarily exists in
overt words and actions.
“A lot of people don’t understand that just because

Left to right top row: Marcus A. Brooks, Jabaar Edmond, and Carla Bristol.
Left to Right bottom row: Nick Paul, Deja-Denice Sherrod and Ashley Green.
someone didn’t blatantly say
that they hate a certain group
of people for being whatever
skin tone, or whatever ethnic
background, doesn’t mean
that they don’t help perpetuate racist ideas,” she said.
Our current president is
one such person, Sherrod
said, who uses hateful rhetoric that helps perpetuate
racist ideologies, and that
“gives fuel to people who already do believe that and
manifest those types of things
in their daily lives.” Conversely, those who claim to
be color blind, particularly
whites, may be blinded to the
inequities that can occur because of certain people’s race.
“They can end up reinforcing those same discriminatory practices because
they choose to not recognize
that people are treated differently in society,” Sherrod remarked.
Paul, who is white, said
he believes the murder of
Floyd was a tipping point for
many white people. He felt he
needed to do something and
personally joined in the
demonstrations to help “amplify these Black voices” in
protest.
“What I believe white
people can do is we can be an
ally in this fight,” he said. “We

need to be...we have to take a
stance. We have to march —
figuratively and literally —
with our Black brothers and
sisters.”
As racial profiling is a part
of daily life for African Americans of all ages, Sherrod said
during her first week at college, someone down the hall
from her dorm “randomly
called one of us the n-word.”
“Because I experienced it
so much throughout my
childhood and in school, that
wasn’t even a shocking thing
for me,” she recalled.
Edmond believes a kind
of profiling has found its way
into the current protests and
postulated that because of the
number of white faces in the
crowds in St. Pete, police
have assumed a different
posture than if there had
been a black majority.
“A lot of times when
these police officers are out
there, they see their little
nephew, they see their little
cousin, another Bernie
Sanders or something, right?
So they walk a little lighter,”
he said. “If it was just a hundred Jabaars out there, we’d
probably be in the middle of
a race riot right now.”
Randall Russell, the
Foundation’s president, was
asked to share a few words

about racism in Pinellas
County, and their fight to
bring equality to the area.
“It is with a reverence
that we start this considerable journey we’re on, and
that reverence is to all of the
pain and horror that has been
wreaked upon Black folks in
the United States. And yet,
there’s optimism to be had.”
Russell pointed out that
COVID-19 cases have been
trending upward since the
state’s reopening, and in
Pinellas, the numbers show
that African Americans are
2.5 to 3.5 times more likely to
contract the virus than
whites.
The Foundation is focused on disease mitigation
and on what COVID has
done to Black and brown
businesses. It also accelerated its 2020 plan for race equity system change and is in
the midst of establishing the
Pinellas Race Equity Leadership Council. Though the
Center for Health Equity is
currently closed due to the
pandemic, it is being utilized
for government requests.
Russell encouraged members of the community to provide input by visiting
healthystpete.foundation/PL
EDGE.

What must we do to eliminate
injustice and inequaliity?
EVERYTHING.
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How entrepreneur Antonio
Williams made 20K selling his
grandfather’s classic records
BY AMIYA ABNER
Contributor

TAMPA — What
started out as a scavenger
hunt to find a stable
source of income in high
school turned into the
greatest treasure for two
generations.
T wenty-nine-yearold Antonio Williams discovered his love for music
at the age of 10. Once he
was old enough to sit upright on a drum set with
no assistance, he would
receive drum lessons
from his extremely talented grandfather, Randolph Baker.
Notorious for his profound ability to play the
drums, Baker would tour,
perform, and even created his own band, Bakerstreet. With years of
practice, Williams resonated with playing the instrument and became a
drummer by trade.
After discovering his
grandfather’s classic ninetrack disco album “Reaching for the Stars” sold
online for outstanding
prices, Williams realized
that it was time to dig up
this classic vinyl and acclaim its historical value. To
his amazement, he uncovered a range of 100-200
original copies of the vinyl.
He began selling them
overseas to fans, collectors,
and DJs across the country,

generating a grand total of
$20,000. He would continue to supply the high demand of his grandfather’s
album by re-releasing it to
the online world of music
on June 29, 2018.
Originally recorded at
Jim Morris and Rick
Miller’s local Tampa-based
studio,
Morrisound
Recording,
Randolph
Baker became the first musician to record on the new
24-track analog recording
system and created the
album that would later be
released in 1982. Local
Florida jazz superstars Nat
Adderley and bassist John
Lamb would be featured
on the classic album as
well.
Digging up these
treasured vinyls birthed
the founding of Williams’
Movements Over Barriers
LLC, MOB clothing line,
and his online platform on
YouTube, TalkingWithTonio, geared to help clients

dominate their social
media and teach them
how to attract viewers so
they can grow and maintain their audience.
“I had a roommate that
was a professional musician, and I quickly realized
all the hard work that was
put into it. Drumming was
very a, b, and c, which wasn’t what I wanted. So, I pivoted to teaching people
how to make money online.
I later went back to school
and got my master’s in internet marketing to ensure
that I could articulate my
profession to other people,”
said Williams.
You can keep track of
Williams’ journey as a
young black entrepreneur,
marketing consultant, and
social
media
influencer @talkinwithtonio on Instagram.
Amiya Abner is a freelance writer and journalism student at Florida
A&M University.

Jayda and virtual summer camp
BY JAYDA PARKESQUARRIE

My name is Jayda
Parkes-Quarrie. I am 12
years old and live in St Petersburg. I am a camper at
Camp
Summer
Quest/Kidzonomics LLC
virtual summer camp. I
took two classes, sewing
and toastmasters. Let me
tell you all about them.
Sewing was very exciting! We started off by
sewing pin cushions then
worked our way up to
sewing masks for hospital
workers and for the homeless.
This was my first time
ever sewing. Learning
how to sew virtually was
not bad at all! If I needed
help sewing after class, I
would watch the videos
the teacher posted.
Toastmasters was really helpful for my speech
writing. We played lots of

games and watched videos
of other speakers to learn
more about public speaking.
This summer was a lot
different than past sum-

mers because we were not
in person. Overall, I
learned a lot of new skills
and I will continue to work
hard and get better at
them.
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Congressman John Lewis: He took time for the common man
Dear Editor:
When I became the
president & CEO of the
Pinellas County Urban
League in 2012, I reached
out to Congressman Charlie Crist about the conditions at Jordan Park Public
Housing. The residents
had lived with inattention
from their absentee landlord. Their cries for help
were unheard.
The residents complained about infestation
and property neglect.
Congressman
Crist
reached out to Congressman John Lewis, whose

staff immediately detailed
him to St. Petersburg to
take a first-hand look at the
situation. He walked
through Jordan Park, sat
on their porch, walked
through their apartments,
and declared their deplorable conditions.
We had a meeting with
elected officials at Greater
Mt. Zion AME Church,
and Congressman Lewis
had an impactful time talking with students at the
University
of
South
Florida-St. Petersburg.
After the meeting, we
had a meal at Chief Creole

Café; before departing, he
stated, “that’s the best
gumbo I’ve had in a long
time.”
A meeting was held
with Housing and Urban
Development officials in
Washington, D. C., and
changes began to happen
to the residents’ benefit.
During these past nine
years, I have had the opportunity to see him at the
annual Urban League and
Congressional Black Caucus Breakfast. He always
remembered me as “Congressman Crist’s friend.”
This was a powerful man

who took time for the common man.
I was there in 2013
when the National Urban
League gave him the highest honor, the Civil Rights
Champion Award.
This is the time to push
for the passage of the Voting Rights Act, the House
version, and rename it the
John Lewis Voting Rights
Act and then move on to
that vestige of racism
called the Edmund Pettus
Bridge and rename it in
honor of John Lewis.
Rev. Watson Haynes

previously under Nikita J.
Reed’s oversight. You recall
Ms. Reed, the AfricanAmerican female who recently left the district and
was replaced by a white female, still trying to get her
footing.
Fact two, Blackmon attended
a
scheduled,
planned meeting at Lakewood Elementary along
with State Commissioner of
Education
Richard
Cochran, Superintendent
Dr. Michael Grego and
other officials. Based on
what he saw and heard at
the meeting, Blackmon
praised Flowers and commended the teachers, staff
and scholars. He indicated
his pessimism, fueled by
the Times’ negative coverage, was dissipated based
on his visit.
There is yet another
very obvious fact. One visit
does not translate into a resounding truth. If I were
cynical, I would posit the
school leaders prepared
vigorously for the visit and
even promised the scholars
treats if they behaved.
Order is essential to
learning, but far too often,
there is an overemphasis
on order at the expense of
teaching and learning. This
is the correctional system
mentality that has permeated educational systems
for years.
Success is defined as
the absence of disorder.
Quiet kids in orderly rows
eating treats became the
mission. Low expectations

by teachers and instructional leaders also contribute to this phenomenon
and result in a self-fulfilling
prophecy.
So, given facts matter,
what does the data say
about teaching and learning at Lakewood Elementary?
I examined the
Florida Department of Education’s website and found
Lakewood’s record has
been less than stellar for
the last three years.
2017 – D
2018 – F
2019 – F
Due to the pandemic,
testing was suspended;
thus, there is no grade for
the 2020 school year.
The obvious question
then is, why are Blackmon
and Flowers celebrating
failure? Are they familiar
with the data? After all,
“facts matter.” During
Blackmon’s previously referenced eloquent dialog, he
indicated a need to “show
off the positive.”
I concur and cannot understand why a herculean
effort was made to profile
Lakewood
Elementary
rather than showcase educational leaders, teachers,
scholars and staff at Campbell Park, Melrose, Fairmont Park and Maximo
Elementary Schools where
the scholars are orderly,
the teachers and staff are
engaged and more importantly, teaching and learning is effective. The data
bears it out.
One might speculate

and conclude Flowers’ motive for celebrating failure
was self-serving. Blackmon
complimented and commended her. His statement
is good campaign material.
However, given “facts
matter,” I prefer to examine
behaviors by School Board
member Flowers that are
not speculative. For example, except for photo ops,
she was seldom visible in
Transformation
Zone
schools.
Facts matter, and it is a
fact that Mrs. Flowers eagerly carries Dr. Grego’s
less than fully transparent
message regarding black
high school graduation
rates. She gleefully touts
the increase but consistently fails to inform the
community that the increase is due to concordance, and the majority of
the students receiving concordance diplomas are not
proficient in reading and
math.
This fact was validated
in a community forum entitled The Hidden Faces of
Racism by a fellow school
board member who added,
concordant graduates may
have difficulty finding employment and gaining college entrance.
Facts matter, and it is a
fact that Flowers gave a fullthroated endorsement and
support to an elementary
school principal who ordered what amounted to
segregated classrooms.
The leader was subsequently dismissed and later

arrested for assaulting a
student.
Facts matter, and it is a
fact that Superintendent
Grego challenged Mrs.
Flowers and another board
member during an official
meeting for an unwarranted challenge of expenditures for Transformation
Zone staff Professional Development Training conducted
by
African-American contractors.
Facts do indeed matter.
And, while I care for the
scholars, educators, and
parents at Lakewood Elementary, I am not sure the
principal or Flowers have
earned the right to take a
bow.
Lakewood Elementary
is managed by an outside
operator and has more
human working capital
than the four aforementioned
Transformation
Zone schools — yet, they
rise. The DATA — not a
visit or walk through —
supports four teaching and
learning success stories
and one school, Lakewood,
still in need of the improvement necessary to meet
state mandates.
Facts matter, and the
fact is neither Flowers nor
Blackmon publicly celebrated Nikita J. Reed and
the Transformation Zone
scholars, education leaders,
staff and teachers’ success
in 2019.
All four schools met
state requirements and received passing grades —

Lakewood did not. I reported the success in an article entitled “Causes to
celebrate” in the July 18,
2019, edition of The Weekly
Challenger.
The fact is, for attentive
observers, school board
member Flowers has done
little or nothing to earn the
adulation of Councilman
Blackmon. Her representation of parents and students
in south St. Petersburg
schools has not been stellar
or characterized by unqualified candor.
I have spent 40 plus
years lobbying the Pinellas
School District on behalf of
Black and brown children.
I have been involved with
two lawsuits and knew all of
the Black school board
members who preceded
Flowers. They all made
what the late civil rights activist Congressman John
Lewis called “good trouble.”
Sadly, that legacy disappeared approximately eight
years ago, and as she is
fond of saying: we “know
Rene.”

Delquanda Turner Smith
educate and prepare our
most valuable commodity
— our children,” Davis asserted.
Delquanda
Turner
Smith brings many years
working with the Juvenile
Welfare Board and serving as a Take Stock in
Children Mentor to her
role as a member of COQEBS and their School
Readiness Committee.
“Children are our future; they are everything.
They will be taking care of
us, nurturing us,” Turner
Smith remarked in response to Lavender’s
question on the importance of the work COQEBS does. She noted
that is vital that parents
“train up a child the way
they should go, so they
will not depart from it” –
which refers to the importance of primary caretak-

ers’ input.
Turner Smith said her
lifelong passion for working on behalf of parents
and children includes
years working with the
PTA and the valuable lessons she learned working
as a tutor and gaining insight from other community partners.
“It’s very important
that the children know
why we’re doing what
we’re doing, and to bring
them along and make
sure their voices are
heard,” she offered.
She joined COQEBS
School Readiness community to help address the
factors that will get young
children ready for kindergarten, including looking
at policies and grades and
reaching out to various
childcare centers to find
out what their needs are.
She also noted that
COQEBS has been instrumental in supporting the
Baby Talk initiative,
which, in its 10th year, addresses the 30-millionword gap between Black
and white children, particularly under the age of
five.
Davis noted that recent research indicates
that African American and

Latino communities and
disadvantaged communities begin to lose ground
as early as age one.
“That’s what this
achievement gap is all
about; it suggests that
Pre-K education is critical,
because the longer that
child goes on the educational development continuum, if we don’t do
something, early, they fall
behind.”
Davis said he’s now
advocating that all funding partners from JWB to
the Early Learning Coalition begin to direct their
resources to children between birth and age
three. Additionally, he
said that any reaction
plans to COVID-19 must
not forget the struggle to
close the achievement
gap.
“We’ve been dealing
with this issue long before
COVID-19,” he asserted.
“Please do not sacrifice
that [work] in the name of
COVID-19.”
Davis noted that he
didn’t want to see that the
children they’ve been trying to help have fallen further behind a year from
now.
“That, to me, would be
a disappointment.”

Left to right: Rev. Watson Haynes, Congressman
Charlie Crist and Congressman John Lewis

Facts matter
BY GOLIATH J. DAVIS, III,
PH.D.
Contributor

ST. PETERSBURG — I
find the recent lovefest between Pinellas County
Commission
candidate
Rene Flowers and Republican City Council member
Robert Blackmon very interesting.
Somehow, a very eloquent statement by Blackmon found its way into
Flowers’ campaign. He
commends Mrs. Flowers
for her work as a school
board member based on a
scheduled visit to Lakewood Elementary School.
Lakewood Elementary
is one of the five schools
featured in the Tampa Bay
Times’ Pulitzer Prize-winning series “Failure Factories,” which chronicled
academic failure in south
St. Petersburg’s schools in
Flowers’ school board district.
During the dialogue between Blackmon and Flowers, the notation “Facts
Matter”
appeared.
I
couldn’t agree more and
would like to review a few
facts for the reader.
First, of the five schools
profiled in the Times’ series, Lakewood Elementary
remains the only failure.
Melrose, Maximo, Fairmont Park, and Campbell
Park Elementary schools
have all met state-mandated
requirements.
These schools are in
the Transformation Zone

Goliath Davis

Education during COVID-19
ST. PETERSBURG —
On Saturday, Aug. 1, Dr.
Ricardo Davis, president
of Concerned Organization for Quality Education
of Black Students (COQEBS) and Delquanda
Turner Smith, community
engagement advocate for
the Foundation for a
Healthy St. Petersburg
(FHSP), discussed Pinellas’ ongoing battle for educational
equity
on
WTMP’s “Equity Now”
radio broadcast.
Their
conversation
with host and FHSP’s
Chief Equity Officer, Carl
Lavender, focused on policy issues, parental engagement, early learning
and the impact of COVID19.
Davis’ background includes extensive experience
in
business
management, and leading
Bay
Area
Head
Start/Early Head Start
programs with Lutheran
Services, Inc. He has held
teaching positions at USF
St. Pete and St. Petersburg College, and served
as chair of the Pinellas
County Human Rights
Board and chair of the Citizens Advisory Committee for the South St.
Petersburg Community

Redevelopment
Area
(CRA).
Lavender began by
asking Davis to discuss
how and when he decided
to dedicate his life to improving the educational
outcomes for Black children and other disadvantaged children in Pinellas.
“More than 30 years
ago, there was a moment
where I had to try to determine where I was
going to invest my time,
resources, and energy,”
Davis replied.
He wanted to “lend a
voice” to those who were
fighting to be heard, and
assure those with power
in education and economic
development
“heard those voices, and
considered them in terms
of what policies, strategies and initiatives were
implemented.”
In 2010, COQEBS was
appointed to monitor and
enforce how the Pinellas
County School (PCS) district is doing in providing
equitable, quality education for Black students,
long after separate, early
cases were brought
against the PCS system in
1964 and 1971.
Since that time, COQEBS and the NAACP

Dr. Ricardo Davis
Legal Defense fund have
had to return to court to
reopen cases against the
system. In 2018, COQEBS
and the district released a
10-year “Bridging the
Gap” plan to close the
achievement gap by 2027.
“We embarked on this
many years ago — long
before Coronavirus — to
monitor the district’s implementation of that settlement agreement to
make sure that they comply,” Davis noted.
While he realizes that
COVID-19 is forcing institutions,
from
pre-K
through high school, to
change tactics, he doesn’t
want the issue of inequity
to get lost.
“I’m constantly reminding everyone that
this issue needs to be addressed within the context of how we train and
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Nurse and Edmond battle for your vote
BY FRANK DROUZA
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Two of the candidates running for the Pinellas County
School Board District 7
squared off in a virtual
forum sponsored by 8 Kingz
Collective and the New Deal
for St. Pete. Caprice Edmond and Karl Nurse talked
about their experience, their
visions and what they’d like
to accomplish as board
members.
Other candidates running for the seat include Dr.
Sharon Jackson and Corey
Givens Jr, neither of whom
participated in the July 18
forum.
A lifelong St. Pete resident, Edmond has worked
with children in education
for 18 years. She has
worked with youth in foster
care and provided respite
for special needs children.
An educator herself, she
wants to see more equity in
the school system.
“As a parent and educator,” Edmond said, “I know
exactly how we can move
the needle towards ensuring that all students are provided a great opportunity to
learn.”
Regarding current challenges facing public education in Pinellas, Edmond
cited COVID-19, the budget
and the academic success of
all students.
“We’re trying to figure
out what reopening our
schools will look like,” she
said.
She advocates using
funds to incorporate safety
measures due to the pandemic, noting that of the
$1.5 billion budget, 62 percent of it is spent on general
operating funds.
“Our school board
members are going to have

to really look at what’s a
‘need’ and what’s a ‘want,’
and what area should we really prioritize,” Edmond
pointed out.
She
cited
some
strengths of the district, including those in the district
office working on the reopening plans and applying
to the CARES Act and
FEMA grants to ensure necessary funding. Unlike
other districts, Edmond
said, District 7 is not in a
deficit.
Former St. Petersburg
City Councilman Nurse
lauded the Summer Bridge
program, established to provide engaging activities for
students to help prepare
them for the upcoming
school year, as a strength of
the district.
“The superintendent
saw that we had thousands
of kids that were falling behind,” he said. “He did not
have a new resource or
funds for this, but he made
it happen.”
Nurse noted that since
the Failure Factories stories
appeared in the news three
years ago, the school system has probably “doubled
the effort” in the most challenged schools. During his
tenure as a city councilman,
which spanned almost a
decade, Nurse represented
a district that had three of
the five most challenged
schools in the county.
“When you’re in a hole,”
he remarked, “just because
you’re not all the way out
doesn’t mean you’re not
going in the right direction.
I think we are heading in the
right direction, but we have
quite a ways to go.”
Concerning needs that
the district should address
as priorities, Nurse noted
the disproportionate number of rookie teachers and

principals brought in to fix
the
most
challenged
schools.
“The principal gets
moved, the teachers get
pushed out of the school,
and then they do it again,”
he said. “They did that a few
times, so I think we need to
do a much better job mentoring young teachers.”
Nurse added that the
legislature has been allocating too little money toward
public schools and shifting
more funds toward private
schools. For Edmond, equity in education is a priority.
“We have to include equitable funding and resources for all schools,” she
said, adding that schools
need to have a better recruitment and retention
plan.
Edmond agreed with
Nurse concerning the legislatures, stating that they are
passing bills that negatively
impact public schools. She’s
also a champion of parent
engagement, having helped
re-charter the PTA and gain
parents’ membership.
“Something else that I’ve
worked on is the County
Council PTA patrons and
grants chair,” she said,
“where we earned the national PTA grant for transformative family engagement.”
Nurse has also pushed
for parent engagement,
holding family dinners at
Melrose Elementary that
also served as meetings.
He helped organize a
neighborhood association
for neighbors to “emotionally adopt” the school, and
encouraged school pride
among students.
“We bought t-shirts for
the kids at Melrose,” he
said, “and they were various
t-shirts for honor rolls and
that sort of thing, but it was
all about building pride in

the school and connecting
the community.”
Regarding the county
holding parents accountable
for students as they would
for a magnet or fundamental
school, Nurse said that one
of the negative impacts from
magnet school is that the
most engaged parents and
children gravitate toward
the magnets.
“And then if you don’t
have a strong magnet at the
schools that are left,” he said,
“they really struggle. Years
ago, it was Northeast High;
it was the weakest high
school in the city because it
had no magnets...you’ve got
to have a strong magnet at
every school, or it really
hurts you.”
The county should provide additional accountability to all parents, Edmond
said, even though the
county understands that
some families have challenges.
“It’s going to take everybody to do their part in
order to ensure that every
child is learning,” she said,
adding that magnet schools
take away resources from
other neighborhood students. “So having a strong
magnet school doesn’t always benefit all of the students.”
Edmond said that if
elected, she’d like to host
community meetings and
urge school board members to tour the different
schools in the district.
“Because I’m a representative of District 7, I do
think it’s important that my
colleagues understand or
see some of the issues that
we’re facing,” she said.
Nurse said he’d like to
work to close the educational gap among the
youngest students and present options to high school

Karl Nurse
students after graduation.
“I think we do a terrible
job connecting high school
kids who are not pursuing a
four-year degree with a middle-class living,” he said,
adding that it’s important to
connect them with posthigh school learning,
whether it’s an apprenticeship, certification or perhaps
a two-program at a junior
college.
Edmond said that we
need to see more diversity
from the curriculum to the
educators. She pointed out
that the district currently
has equity champions and
culturally relevant professional development.
“What I’d like to see is
that that professional development becomes mandatory,” she said, “so that
everyone’s receiving training to address unconscious
bias, learn more about equitable grading and practices
so that we can better support our youth.”
Nurse agreed, saying
that history is written by
the victors and advocates
getting new books and materials which would give
fair representation to various viewpoints, such as
those of African and Native
Americans.
Concerning the presence of armed school resource officers (SRO) in
schools, Nurse said their
fundamental purposes are

Caprice Edmond
not only to prepare for possible mass shootings but
also to have “a positive experience between students
and a police officer.”
Edmond agreed that the
presence of SRO is important; she would also like to
see a better relationship between officers and students
and a clear distinction of
their roles on campuses.
Nurse leaned into the
city council experience that
he brings to the table as a
candidate for the school
board.
“On a school board of
seven members,” he said,
“there should be somebody
on a school board who has
balanced more than their
own budget.”
Edmond replied, “You
don’t need 40 years of experience on city council to look
at a budget when we have
many people qualified in
working at our district-level
doing that work. We need
somebody that truly cares
about our kids and is going
to work for us.”
The Primary Election is
scheduled for Aug. 18. To
request a mail-in ballot, visit
votepinellas.com or call 727464-VOTE (8683).
Click here to watch the
Complete Mail Ballot
Process
video
from
VotePinellas.com.
To reach Frank Drouzas,
email fdrouzas@theweeklychallenger.com

